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ASKOLL
ASKOLL ES1-ES2-ES3 (19 > 21)

KR9030 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

107AK Specific screen, transparent 50,8 x 66 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific A9030AK fitting kit

A9030AK Specific fitting kit for 107AK

ASKOLL NGS1-NGS2–NGS3 (20 > 21)
KR9031 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

9031AK Specific screen, transparent 47 x 72 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific A9031AK fitting kit

A9031AK Specific fitting kit for 9031AK

APRILIA
APRILIA SCARABEO 50 STREET (09 > 13)

KR6705 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

153AK Specific screen, transparent 56 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A6704AK fitting kit

A6704AK Specific fitting kit for 152A and 153AK

APRILIA SCARABEO 50-100 (09 >13)
153AK Specific screen, transparent 56 x 66 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A6704AK fitting kit

A6704AK Specific fitting kit for 152A and 153AK

You can fit a MONOLOCK® top-case using the universal plate included

APRILIA SCARABEO 50 (14 > 20)
KR6705 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

6704AK Specific screeen, transparent 56 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A6704AK fitting kit

A6704AK Specific fitting kit for 6704AK

APRILIA SPORTCITY ONE 50-125 (08 >13)
134AK à Specific screen, transparent 66 x 67 cm (H x W)

only available if article A151A is already fitted / with hand protectors

APRILIA SR 50 DITECH (97 > 05)
KR78 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

APRILIA ATLANTIC 125-200-250-300 (03 > 13)
KD242ST Specific screen, transparent 84 x 70 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 19 cm higher than the original / with hand protectors 
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APRILIA HABANA 125 (00 > 09)
KR74

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-
cases

 
You can fit a MONOLOCK® top-case using the universal plate included

APRILIA RS 125
BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

APRILIA SCARABEO 125-200 (07 > 06/11)
154AK Specific screen, transparent 53 x 70 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A154AK fitting kit  

A154AK Specific fitting kit for 154AK  

APRILIA SCARABEO 125-200 (07/11> 16)
KR6701 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

maximum load allowed 3 kg / to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

A154AK Specific fitting kit for 1000AK  

APRILIA SPORTCITY 125-200-250 (04 > 08) 
105AK Specific screen, transparent 66 x 67 cm (H x W)

for '04 only available if article A128A is already fitted / to be combined with the specific A129AK fitting kit from '05  

128AK
Specific screen, transparent 74 x 67 cm (H x W)
for '04 only available if article A128A is already fitted / to be combined with the specific A129AK fitting kit from '05 / 8 cm 
higher than 105AK

 

A129AK Specific fitting kit for 128AK and 105AK
compatible from '05  

APRILIA SPORTCITY CUBE 125-200-300 (08 > 13)
134AK à Specific screen, transparent 66 x 67 cm (H x W)

only available if article A150A is already fitted / with hand protectors  

APRILIA SCARABEO 250-300 (07 > 16)
KE7300 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections  

130AK
Specific screen, transparent 50 x 72 cm (H x W)
achetable seulement s'il est déjà en possession de l'article A148AK / With hand protectors / In order to istall it use the original 
fitting kit of the scooter and the item A130A

 

APRILIA ATLANTIC 400-500 SPRINT (05 > 12)
KD242ST Specific screen, transparent 84 x 70 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 19 cm higher than the original / with hand protectors  

APRILIA SCARABEO 400-500 (06 > 12) 
KE7300 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections  

130AK
Specific screen, transparent 50 x 72 cm (H x W)
only available if article A130A is already fitted / In order to install it use the original fitting kit of the scooter and A130A / with 
hand protectors 

 

APRILIA ATLANTIC 500 (02 > 06)
KD240ST Specific screen, transparent 65 x 69 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 9 cm higher than the original  

APRILIA PEGASO 650 STRADA / TRAIL (05 > 11) 
KR79 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 Kg  
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APRILIA TUONO 660 (21) 
TR6709K Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags  

BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

APRILIA SHIVER 750 / SHIVER GT 750 (07 > 12) / ABS (09 > 12)
BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

APRILIA SHIVER 750 / 900 ABS (10 > 20)
KZ6702

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / a handle bar for the 
passenger is included, you must remove the original grab rails

 

TE6702K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)
not compatible with the version Shiver 900 ABS  

BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

APRILIA DORSODURO 750 / DORSODURO 1200 (08 > 16)
KR6700M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

MONOLOCK® plate included / you must puncture the housing in arranged sections  

TE6700K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar
also for ABS version  

APRILIA MANA 850 / MANA 850 GT (08 > 16)
01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

APRILIA SRV 850 (12 > 16)
KD6703ST Specific screen, transparent. 78 x 62 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen  

APRILIA ETV 1000 CAPONORD (01 > 10)
BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD239ST à Specific screen, transparent 64 x 65,5 cm (H x W)
compatible until 2003 / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

APRILIA TUONO V4 R (11 > 14)
01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar

 for all versions  

APRILIA CAPONORD 1200 (13 > 17)
KD6706ST Specific screen, transparent 58 x 45 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10 cm higher that the original  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  
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BENELLI
BENELLI BN125 (19 > 21)

KR8708 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

BENELLI BN302 (15 > 18)
BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system

compatible with '15  

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system
compatible from '16  

03SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

BENELLI BN302 S (19 > 21)
KR8709 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

BENELLI IMPERIALE 400 (20 > 21)
KR8707 Specific rear rack, glossy black, MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KN8707 Specific engine guard, black
compatible only with 2020 / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KA201 Universal screen, smoked 29,5 x 32,5 cm
to be combined with the specific A8707AK fitting kit  

A8707AK Specific fitting kit for KA201  

BENELLI LEONCINO 500 (17 > 21)
KR8704

Specific rear black rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-
cases / maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

TE8704K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)
not compatible with the KTL8704KIT  

KTL8704KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on the right-hand side of the motorcycle
to be combined with KS250 / needs to be mounted on the right-hand side of the motorcycle / not compatible with the TE8704K  

TMT8704K Specific holder for one left RB105 side bag  

BF34K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

100ALBK Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8704AK fitting kit  

140AK Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8704AK fitting kit  

140SK Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL8704AK fitting kit  

AL8704AK Specific fitting kit for 100ALBK, 140AK, 140SK  

KN8704 Specific engine guard, glossy black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

02VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side  

BENELLI TRK502 (17 > 20)
K636 Universal MONOKEY® plate with fitting kit to fit a case on a scooter already with a rack  

KL8712 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KTL8705KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KL8712
to be combined with KS250 and KL8712 / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  
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KD8703ST Specific screen, transparent 52 x 38 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KN8703 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KNH8703 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

BENELLI TRK502 (21) 
KR8711

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-
case

 

KL8712 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KTL8705KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KL8712
to be combined with KS250 and KL8712 / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  

KD8703ST Specific screen, transparent 52 x 38 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KN8703 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KNH8703 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

02VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side  

BENELLI TRK502 X (18 > 19)
K636 Universal MONOKEY® plate with fitting kit to fit a case on a scooter already with a rack  

KL8711 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KTL8705KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KL8711
to be combined with KS250 and KL8711 / needs to mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  

KD8703ST Specific screen, transparent 52 x 38 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KN8703 Specific engine guard, black
it must be mounted with KN8703KIT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KN8703KIT Specific kit to install the KN8703  

BENELLI TRK502 X (20 > 21)
KR8711

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-
case

 

KL8711 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KTL8705KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KL8711
to be combined with KS250 and KL8711 / needs to mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  

KD8703ST Specific screen, transparent 52 x 38 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KN8703 Specific engine guard, black
it must be mounted with KN8703KIT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KN8703KIT Specific kit to install the KN8703  

KNH8703 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators  

ES8711K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

BENELLI 502 C (19 > 21)
TE8706K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)  

BF34K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  
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1173SK Specific screen, smoked 22 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A8706AK fitting kit  

A8706AK Specific fitting kit for 1173SK  

BENELLI BN600 (13 > 17)
BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

03SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

BENELLI CAFÈ RACER 899 (10)
BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

BENELLI TRE 899 K / TRE 11130 K (06 > 16)
BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

BENELLI TORNADO NAKED TRE 899  (10)
BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

BENELLI TORNADO NAKED TRE 899S  (10)
BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

BENELLI CAFÈ RACER 1130 (10)
BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

BENELLI TITANIUM (10)
BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

BENELLI TORNADO NAKED TRE R160  (10)
BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

BMW
BMW K 100 (90)

K108 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle  

BMW G 310 R (17 > 21)

KR5125
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate, or with 
the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-cases / if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the 
stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

BF31K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KA5125 à Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W) 
complete with specific fitting kit  

KA5125BL à Specific screen, BLUE LINE 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
complete with specific fitting kit / when illuminated by vehicle headlights in low light conditions, the edge glows blue in colour  
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KHP4103 Specific hands protector in ABS  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

BMW G 310 GS (17 > 21)

KR5126
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate or with the 
plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-cases / if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the 
stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

KL5126 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KTL1156KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KL5126
to be combined with KS250 and KL5126 / needs to mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  

BF31K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD5126ST Specific screen, transparent 47 x 37 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 27 cm higher than the original  

KN5126 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KPR5126 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

RM5126KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM01, KRM02  

LS5126K Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present  

KHP5126 Specific hands protector in ABS  

ES5126K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KFB5126
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

BMW C 400 GT (19 > 21)
KR5136

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the KM5, KM9A or KM9B MONOKEY® plate, or with the KM5M or KM6M MONOLOCK® plate / if combined with KM9A, 
KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / it can only be mounted on the original 
rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company / maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

D5132KITK Specific fitting kit for 5132DTK  

03VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side  

BMW C 400 X (19 > 21)
KR5130

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M 
plate / if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control 
device on the case / maximum load allowed 6 kg 

 

5130DTK Specific screen, transparent 68 x 64,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D5130KITK fitting kit  

D5130KITK Specific fitting kit for 5130DTK  

KFB5130
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

03VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side  

BMW C 600 SPORT (12 > 15)
KR5105 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KR5105M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included  
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BMW C EVOLUTION (15 > 20)
02VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B

it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side  

BMW C 650 GT (12 > 20)
KRA5106 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

BMW C 650 SPORT (16 > 20)
KR5121

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 kg 

 

KD5121ST à Specific screen, transparent, 71 x 53 cm (H x W)
To be mounted instead of the original screen  

KTB5121A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

BMW F 650 (94 > 96)
KD230S Specific screen, smoked 45,7 x 42,3 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen  

BMW F 650 GS (00 > 03)
K6390

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN / it cannot be mounted with the original 
side-case holder / compatible from august ‘00

 

KL188 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KD234S Specific screen, smoked 41,1 x 34 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

BMW F 650 GS (04 > 07)  
KR685 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case  

KL188 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KD331ST Specific screen, transparent 39,5 x 44 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 15,5 cm higher than original / not mounted with original guards  

BMW F 650 GS / F 800 GS (08 > 17)
KRA5103

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
can not be mounted with art. KL690 / maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the case 

 

KR5107 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
can not be mounted with art. KL690 / MONOKEY® plate included  

K94 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / Is compatible with the rear plate / only for F 650 GS / F 800 GS (08-11)  

K94M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / only for F 650 GS / F 800 GS (08-11)  

KL690 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted only with the specific plate K94 or K94M / only for F 650 GS / F 800 GS (08>11)  

KLR5103 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases  

KL5103CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

KS250KIT * Universal kit to install the KS250 Tool Box
needs to be mounted on the right-hand side of the KLR5103 / To be combined with KS250 and the specific pannier holder  

BF15K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

333DTK
Specific screen, transparent 44 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D333KITK fitting kit/  26 cm higher than the original F650GS / 22 cm higher than the original 
F800GS

 

D333KITK Specific fitting kit for 333DTK  
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5107DTK Specific screen, transparent 47,5 x 49 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D5107KIT fitting kit  

D5107KITK Specific fitting kit for 5107DTK  

KN690 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KN5103
Specific engine guard
only for F800GS / compatible from '13 / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / black 
colour

 

RP5103K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium  

KHP5103 Specific hands protector in ABS
only for F800GS / compatible from '13  

ES5107K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
only for BMW F650GS from '13  

ES5103K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
only for F800GS  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  
* In the event that the KS250 Tool Box and KS250KIT are mounted on a side-case holder and compatibility has not been verified by KAPPA, then before hitting the road, it is essential to check that nothing (including the Tool 
Box) interferes with the full range of movements of the swingarm.

BMW F 650 GS DAKAR (00 > 03)
K6390

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN / it cannot be mounted with the original 
side-case holder / compatible from august ‘00

 

KL188 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

BMW F 650 ST (97 > 99)
KL185 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

BMW G 650 GS (11 > 17)
KR685 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case  

KL188 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

BF19K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD5101ST Specific screen, transparent 41 x 39 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 22 cm higher that the original  

ES5101K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

BMW F 700 GS (13 > 17)
KRA5103 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

KR5107 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included  

KLR5103 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases  

KL5103CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

BF15K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

333DTK
Specific screen, transparent 44 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D333KITK fitting kit/  26 cm higher than the original F650GS / 22 cm higher than the original 
F800GS

 

D333KITK Specific fitting kit for 333DTK  

5107DTK Specific screen, transparent 47,5 x 49 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D5107KIT fitting kit  
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D5107KITK Specific fitting kit for 5107DTK  

KAF5107 Specific Airstream sliding wind-screen transparent. Maximum height 53 cm (12 cm of excursion), width 51 cm
complete with specific fitting kit  

KN5103 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / black colour  

KN690 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

RP5103K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium  

KHP5103 Specific hands protector in ABS  

ES5107K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

BMW K75 750
K108 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle  

BMW F 750 GS (18 > 20)
KRA5127

Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case / 
it can only be mounted on the original rack in aluminium

 

KR5129
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if combined 
with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load 
allowed 6 kg / it can only be mounted to the original plastic rack

 

KLR5127 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases  

KL5127CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

KTL5127CAMKIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KL5127CAM
to be combined with KS250 and KL5127CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD5127S Specific screen, smoked 44 x 47 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D5129KITK fitting kit / 17 cm higher than the original  

KD5127ST Specific screen, transparent 54,5 x 49 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D5129KITK fitting kit / 27 cm higher than the original  

KAF5127 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 59 cm (12 cm of extension), width 49 cm
to be combined with the specific D5129KITK fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

D5129KITK Specific fitting kit for KD5127S, KD5127ST, KAF5127  

KN5129 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KN5129OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

RP5140K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium  

RP5129K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium
not compatible with the version EURO 5  

RP5129KITK Specific kit to install the RP5129K, RP5140K  

LS5127K Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present  

KHP5137 Specific hands protector in ABS  

ES5127K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KFB5127
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

03VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side  
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BMW F 750 GS (21) 
KRA5127

Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case / 
it can only be mounted on the original rack in aluminium

 

KR5129
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if combined 
with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load 
allowed 6 kg / it can only be mounted to the original plastic rack

 

KLR5127 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases  

KL5127CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

KTL5127CAMKIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KL5127CAM
to be combined with KS250 and KL5127CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD5127S Specific screen, smoked 44 x 47 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D5129KITK fitting kit / 17 cm higher than the original  

KD5127ST Specific screen, transparent 54,5 x 49 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D5129KITK fitting kit / 27 cm higher than the original  

KAF5127 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 59 cm (12 cm of extension), width 49 cm
to be combined with the specific D5129KITK fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

D5129KITK Specific fitting kit for KD5127S, KD5127ST, KAF5127  

KN5129 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KN5129OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

RP5140K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium  

RP5129KITK Specific kit to install the RP5129K, RP5140K  

LS5127K Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present  

ES5127K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

BMW F 800 GS ADVENTURE (13 > 18)
KRA5103 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

KR5107 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included  

BF15K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD5110ST à Specific screen, transparent 48 x 55 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 17 cm higher that the original  

RP5103K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium  

EH5108K Plexiglass extension for original hands protector, smoked  

ES5103K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

BMW F 800 GT (13 > 19)
KR5109 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KLR5118 à
Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases
when there are plastic handles, you need the KLR5118KIT / when there is an original rack you do not need to add the 
KLR5118KIT / not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium KVE37 K-venture

 

TE5118K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)  

BF16K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD5109ST Specific screen, transparent 62 x 58 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 17.5 cm higher than original  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  
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BMW F 800 R (09 > 14)
KLR5118 à

Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases
to be combined with the kit KLR5118KIT when the original plastic grab handles are mounted / when there are plastic handles, 
you need the KLR5118KIT / when there is an original rack you do not need to add the KLR5118KIT / not compatible with the 
side-cases in aluminium KVE37 K-venture

 

KLR5118KIT à Specific kit to mount the KLR5118 on BMW F800R with the original plastic grab handles  

TE5118K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)  

BF16K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KN691 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / black colour  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

BMW F 800 R (15 > 19)
KR5109

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
it can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company / MONOKEY® plate 
included

 

KLR5118 à

Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases
to be combined with the kit KLR5118KIT when the original plastic grab handles are mounted / when there are plastic handles, 
you need the KLR5118KIT / when there is an original rack you do not need to add the KLR5118KIT / not compatible with the 
side-cases in aluminium KVE37 K-venture

 

KLR5118KIT à Specific kit to mount the KLR5118 on BMW F800R with the original plastic grab handles  

TE5118K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)  

BF16K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KA5118 Specific screen, smoked 28,5 x 36 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / complete with fitting kit  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

BMW F 800 ST (06 > 16)
KR5109 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

BF16K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

BMW R 850 GS (94 > 01)
KL189 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

BMW R 850 R (95 > 02)
K6350

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN/ it is compatible with the original side-
case holder

 

BMW R 850 R (03 > 07)
KR683

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
is not compatible with the R850R Comfort / MONOKEY® plate included / to be mounted only with the original side-case holder 
/ maximum load allowed 6 Kg

 

BMW F 850 GS (18 > 20)
KRA5127

Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case / it can only be 
mounted on the original rack in aluminium

 

KR5129
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if combined 
with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load 
allowed 6 kg / it can only be mounted to the original plastic rack

 

KLR5127 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases  

KL5127CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

KTL5127CAMKIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KL5127CAM
to be combined with KS250 and KL5127CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  
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BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD5127S Specific screen, smoked 44 x 47 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 17 cm higher than the original  

KD5127ST Specific screen, transparent 54,5 x 49 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 27 cm higher than the original  

KAF5127 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 59 cm (12 cm of extension), width 49 cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KN5129 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KN5129OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

RP5140K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium  

RP5129K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium
not compatible with the version EURO 5  

EH5108K Plexiglass extension for original hands protector, smoked 
compatible only with 2018  

EH5127K Plexiglass extension for original hands protector, smoked 
compatible from 2019  

ES5127K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

LS5127K Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present  

KFB5127
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

03VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side  

BMW F 850 GS (21) 
KRA5127

Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the top-case / 
it can only be mounted on the original rack in aluminium

 

KR5129
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if combined 
with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load 
allowed 6 kg / it can only be mounted to the original plastic rack

 

KLR5127 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases  

KL5127CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

KTL5127CAMKIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KL5127CAM
to be combined with KS250 and KL5127CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD5127S Specific screen, smoked 44 x 47 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 17 cm higher than the original  

KD5127ST Specific screen, transparent 54,5 x 49 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 27 cm higher than the original  

KAF5127 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 59 cm (12 cm of extension), width 49 cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KN5129 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KN5129OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

RP5140K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium  

LS5127K Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present  

BMW F 850 GS ADVENTURE (19 > 21)
KRA5134 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

KLR5127 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases  
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KL5127CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

KTL5127CAMKIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KL5127CAM
to be combined with KS250 and KL5127CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  

KTL5134KIT
Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box onto the (optional) BMW original side-case holder
to be combined with the KS250 tool box / only for motorcycles equipped with the (optional) original BMW side-case holder / 
needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

 

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

LS5134K à Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights  

ES5134K à Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KFB5134
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

BMW F 900 R (20 > 21)
KRA5137

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / it 
can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

 

KZ5137
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M plate / if combined with 
KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / not compatible with 
the original side-cases

 

TE5137K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

5139SK Specific screen, smoked 29 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5139AK fitting kit  

A5139AK Specific fitting kit for 5139SK  

RM5137KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM02  

KHP5137 Specific hands protector in ABS  

ES5137K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

BMW F 900 XR (20 > 21)
KRA5137

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / it 
can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

 

KZ5137
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M plate / if combined with KM8A, 
KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / not compatible with the original 
side-cases

 

KLO5137MK Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 02RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder  

KLO5137CAM Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 02RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder  

KLO5137N à
Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT non-configured
18 mm diameter / to be combined with KOFMK kit for MONOKEY® cases or KOFCAM kit for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE / to be 
combined with 02RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

 

KLX5137 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
to be combined with 02RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder  

02RKITK RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
to be combined with KLO5137N, KLO5137MK, KLO5137CAM, KLX5137  

TE5137K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD5137ST Specific screen, transparent, 49 x 43 cm (H x L)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 23 cm higher than the original  

KN5137 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

RM5137KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM02  

KHP5137 Specific hands protector in ABS  
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ES5137K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KFB5137
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

BMW S 1000 RR (12 > 18)
BF22K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

BMW S 1000 R (14 > 20)
BF22K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

5104SK à Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5104AK fitting kit  

A5104AK Specific fitting kit for 5104SK  

KPR5119 Specific protection for water and oil radiators, made from black painted stainless steel  

BMW S 1000 XR (15 > 19)
KRA5119

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / It 
can only be mounted on the original rack

 

KLR5119 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases  

KLXR5119 Specific rapid release side-case holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases  

KL5119CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD5119S Specific screen, smoked 50 x 43,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 13 cm higher than the original  

KD5119ST Specific screen, transparent, 50 x 43,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 13 cm higher than the original  

KN5119 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KPR5119 Specific protection for water and oil radiators, made from black painted stainless steel  

EH5108K Plexiglass extension for original hands protector, smoked  

ES5119K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

03VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side  

BMW S 1000 XR (20 > 21)
KRA5138

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / it 
can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

 

KRA5138B
Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case, black
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / it 
can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

 

KLO5138MK Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 07RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder  

KLO5138CAM Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 07RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder  

07RKITK RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
to be combined with KLO5138MK or KLO5138CAM  

KLX5138 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
to be combined with 04RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder  

04RKITK RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
to be combined with KLX5138  
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BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD5138ST Specific screen, transparent 55,5 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KN5138 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KPR5138 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

RM5138KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM01, KRM02  

ES5138K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

BMW K 1100 RS
K108 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle  

BMW R 1100 GS (94 > 99)
KR694 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KL189 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

BMW R 1100 R (95 > 01)
K6350

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN/ it is compatible with the original side-
case holder

 

BMW R 1100 RS (94 > 98)
K83 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

to fit to the original rack  

BMW R 1100 RT (96 > 00)
K83 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

to fit to the original rack  

BMW R 1100 S (02 > 06)
K6810 à

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN/ it is compatible with the original side-
case holder

 

BMW R 1150 GS (00 > 03) 
KR694 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KL189 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KD233S Specific screen, transparent 48,5 x 36,6 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

BMW R 1150 R (01 > 06)
KR683 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / to be mounted only with the original side-case holder / maximum load allowed 6 Kg  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

BMW R 1150 RT (01)
K83 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

to fit to the original rack  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  
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BMW R 1150 RT (02 > 04)
K91 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

to fit to the original rack / MONOKEY® plate included  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD241ST Specific screen, transparent 44,5 x 51 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

BMW K 1200 GT (03 > 04)
K6800

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN/ it is compatible with the original side-
case holder

 

BMW K 1200 R (05 > 08) / K 1300 R (09 > 16) 
KRA690

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
it can be fitted with the original side-case / maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the case

 

KLXR691 Specific rapid release side-case holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
you must move the indicators from their original position  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

BMW K 1200 S (05 > 08) / K 1300 S (09 > 16)
BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

BMW K 1200 GT / K 1300 GT (06 > 10)
BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

BMW K 1200 RS (00 > 04)
K6800

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN/ it is compatible with the original side-
case holder

 

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

BMW R 1200 GS (04 > 12) 
KR684

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
to fit to the original rack / maximum load allowed 6 Kg / MONOKEY® plate included / it is compatible with the original side-
case

 

KR689 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / in replacement of original rack / is compatible with the original side-case holder  

KRA692
Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
it can be fitted with the original side-case / maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the case / compatible from '07 to '12

 

KL684 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KL684CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

BF17K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system
only for  BMW R1200GS (04 > 07)  

BF22K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system
only for  BMW R1200 GS (08 > 12)  

330DTK Specific screen, transparent 51,5 x 56,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D330KITK fitting kit / 14,5 cm higher than the original / adjustable as the original  

D330KITK Specific fitting kit for 330DTK  

KAF330 Specific Airstream sliding wind-screen transparent. Maximum height 54 cm (12 cm of extension) width 54 cm
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KN689 Specific engine guard, grey
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

ES5102K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
only for BMW R1200 GS (07 > 12)  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  
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BMW R 1200 GS (13 > 18)
KR5108 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KRA5108 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

KLR5108
Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium KVE37 K-venture / not compatible with the side-cases KMS36 K-Mission / 
you must move the indicators from their original position

 

KL5108CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter / it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position  

KTL5108PLRKIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLR5108 
to be combined with KS250 and KLR5108 / you have to mount it on the left side of the motorcycle  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

5108DK
Specific screen smoked, 43.5 x 43 cm (H x W)
compatible from 2013 to 2015 / to be combined with the specific D5108KITK fitting kit / 5 cm higher than the original R1200G 
and size equal to that of the bike R1200GS Adventure

 

5124DTK
Specific screen, transparent 53,5 x 45 cm (H x W)
compatible from 2016 / to be combined with the specific D5108KITK fitting kit / 15 cm higher than the original R1200GS-
R1250GS and 10 cm higher than the original R1200GS Adventure-R1250GS Adventure

 

5124DK
Specific screen, smoked 43,5 x 43 cm (H x W)
compatible from 2016 / to be combined with the specific D5108KITK fitting kit / 1.96 inches higher than the original R1200GS-
R1250GS and size equal to that of the bike R1200GS Adventure-R1250GS Adventure

 

D5108KITK Strengthening kit for the 5108DTK, 5108DK, 5124DTK, 5124DK screen  

KD5124B Specific low and sports screen smoked 35 x 45 cm (H x W)
compatible from 2016 / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KN5108OX
Specific engine guard, stainless steel
to be combined with KN5108KIT from 2016 / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic /  
stainless steel

 

KN5108
Specific engine guard
to be combined with KN5108KIT from 2016 / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / 
black colour

 

KNH5114
Specific engine guard
compatible from 2013 to 2016 / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / black colour / 
It protects the upper part of the radiators / compatible with KN5108OX - KN5108 / compatible with the original engine guard 
optional BMW

 

KNH5114OX
Specific engine guard, stainless steel
compatible from 2013 to 2016 / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / stainless steel /  
It protects the upper part of the radiators / compatible with KN5108OX - KN5108 / compatible with the original engine guard 
optional BMW

 

KNH5124
Specific engine guard, black
compatible from 2017 / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part 
of the radiators / not compatible with the original spotlights, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

 

KNH5124OX
Specific engine guard, stainless steel
compatible from 2017 / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part 
of the radiators / not compatible with the original spotlights, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

 

KN5108KIT Specific kit to install the engine guards KN5108 / KN5108OX
compatible from 2016 / to be combined with KN5108, KN5108OX  

RP5112K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium  

PH5108K Para-cylinder specific anodised aluminium  

KPR5108 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

EH5108K Plexiglass extension for original hands protector, smoked  

ES5108K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
it is not compatible with the version of the motorcycle equipped with lowered suspension  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

BMW R 1200 GS ADVENTURE (06 > 13)
KRA5102

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
it can be fitted with the original side-case / maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the case

 

KL684CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

BF22K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system
only for  BMW R1200 GS Adventure (09 > 13)  

ES5102K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
only for  BMW R1200 GS Adventure (07 > 13)  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  
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BMW R 1200 GS ADVENTURE (14 > 18)
KRA5112 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

KL5108CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter / it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position  

KLR5108
Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium KVE37 K-venture / not compatible with the side-cases KMS36 K-Mission / 
you must move the indicators from their original position

 

KTL5108PLRKIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLR5108 
to be combined with KS250 and KLR5108 / you have to mount it on the left side of the motorcycle  

BF17K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

5108DK
Specific screen smoked, 43.5 x 43 cm (H x W)
compatible from 2014 to 2015 / to be combined with the specific D5108KITK fitting kit / 5 cm higher than the original R1200G 
and size equal to that of the bike R1200GS Adventure

 

5124DTK
Specific screen, transparent 53,5 x 45 cm (H x W)
compatible from 2016 to 2018 / to be combined with the specific D5108KITK fitting kit / 15 cm higher than the original 
R1200GS-R1250GS and 10 cm higher than the original R1200GS Adventure-R1250GS Adventure

 

5124DK
Specific screen, smoked 43,5 x 43 cm (H x W)
compatible from 2016 to 2018 / to be combined with the specific D5108KITK fitting kit / 1.96 inches higher than the original 
R1200GS-R1250GS and size equal to that of the bike R1200GS Adventure-R1250GS Adventure

 

D5108KITK Strengthening kit for the 5108DTK, 5108DK, 5124DTK, 5124DK screen  

KD5124B Specific low and sports screen smoked 35 x 45 cm (H x W)
compatible from 2016 to 2018 / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

EH5108K Plexiglass extension for original hands protector, smoked  

RP5112K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium  

KPR5108 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

ES5112K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
it is not compatible with the version of the motorcycle equipped with lowered suspension  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

BMW R 1200 R (06 > 10) 
KZ688

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / it is 
not compatible with the original side-case holders / fitting kit included

 

147AK Specific screen, transparent 49,5 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A147AK fitting kit  

A147AK Specific fitting kit for 147AK  

BMW R 1200 R (11 > 14)
KR5100M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

MONOLOCK® plate included  

BF22K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

147AK Specific screen, transparent 49,5 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5100AK fitting kit  

A5100AK Specific fitting kit for 147AK  

04SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

BMW R 1200 R (15 > 18)
KRA5117

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / it 
can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

 

KZ5117
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M 
plate / if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control 
device on the case / it is not compatible with the original sidecase holder

 

KLXR5117 Specific rapid release side-case holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  
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147AK Specific screen, transparent 49,5 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5117AK fitting kit  

A5117AK Specific fitting kit for 147AK  

KN5108 Specific engine guard
to be combined with KN5108KIT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / black colour  

KN5108OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel
to be combined with KN5108KIT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic /  stainless steel  

RP5112K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium  

KN5108KIT Specific kit to install the engine guards KN5108 / KN5108OX
to be combined with KN5108, KN5108OX  

RP5117KITK Specific kit to install the RP5112K  

PH5108K Para-cylinder specific anodised aluminium  

KHP5137 Specific hands protector in ABS  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

BMW R 1200 RS (15 > 18)
KRA5117

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / it 
can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

 

KZ5117
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / it is 
not compatible with the original sidecase holder

 

KLXR5117 Specific rapid release side-case holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD5120ST Specific screen, transparent, 56,5 x 47 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 19,5 cm higher than the original  

KN5108 Specific engine guard
to be combined with KN5108KIT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / black colour  

KN5108OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel
to be combined with KN5108KIT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic /  stainless steel  

RP5112K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium
to be combined with RP5117KITK /  

KN5108KIT Specific kit to install the engine guards KN5108 / KN5108OX
to be combined with KN5108, KN5108OX  

RP5117KITK Specific kit to install the RP5112K  

PH5108K Para-cylinder specific anodised aluminium  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

BMW R 1200 RT (05 > 13)
KRA5116 à Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

K93 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included  

BF47K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system
compatible from 08 to 13  

04SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

03VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B  

BMW R 1200 RT (14 > 18)
KRA5113 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

ES5113K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  
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PH5108K Para-cylinder specific anodised aluminium  

BF17K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

LS5113K Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights  

BMW R 1200 S (06)
BF22K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

BMW R NINE T 1200 (14 > 21)
BF22K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

TE5115K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)
you must move the indicators from their original position  

TMT5115K Specific holder for one RB105 side bag
you must move the indicators from their original position  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

BMW R 1250 GS (19 > 21)
KRA5108

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
check by means of the instructions the type of rear rack of the motorcycle which exists in three models / maximum load 
allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

KRA5108B
Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case, black
check by means of the instructions the type of rear rack of the motorcycle which exists in three models / maximum load 
allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

KR5108
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
check by means of the instructions the type of rear rack of the motorcycle which exists in three models / MONOKEY® plate 
included

 

KLR5108
Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium KVE37 K-venture / not compatible with the side-cases KMS36 K-Mission / 
you must move the indicators from their original position

 

KL5108CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter / it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position  

KTL5108PLRKIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLR5108 
to be combined with KS250 and KLR5108 / you have to mount it on the left side of the motorcycle  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

5124DTK
Specific screen, transparent 53,5 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D5128KITK fitting kit / 15 cm higher than the original R1200GS-R1250GS and 10 cm higher 
than the original R1200GS Adventure-R1250GS Adventure

 

5124DK
Specific screen, smoked 43,5 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D5128KITK fitting kit / 1.96 inches higher than the original R1200GS-R1250GS and size equal 
to that of the bike R1200GS Adventure-R1250GS Adventure

 

D5128KITK Strengthening kit for the 5124DTK, 5124DK screen  

KD5124B Specific low and sports screen smoked 35 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KNH5124
Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators / not 
compatible with the original spotlights, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

 

KNH5124OX
Specific engine guard, stainless steel
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators / not 
compatible with the original spotlights, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

 

KN5128 Specific engine guard, black
not compatible with the version Edition 40 Years / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KN5128OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel
not compatible with the version Edition 40 Years / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KNH5128
Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators / it can 
also be mounted with the original spotlights, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

 

KNH5128OX
Specific engine guard, stainless steel
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators / it can 
also be mounted with the original spotlights, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

 

KPR5108 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

EH5108K Plexiglass extension for original hands protector, smoked  

ES5108K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
it is not compatible with the version of the motorcycle equipped with lowered suspension  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

03VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side / use front right and rear left threaded hole  
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BMW R 1250 GS ADVENTURE (19 > 21)
KRA5112 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

KL5112
Specific stainless steel and aluminium adapter to use a pair of side-cases MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE on the 
original pannier holder, available as an optional from the manufacturer company
it can only be mounted on the original pannier holder, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

 

KL5112CAM
Specific stainless steel and aluminium adapter to use a pair of side-cases MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE on the 
original pannier holder, available as an optional from the manufacturer company
it can only be mounted on the original pannier holder, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

 

KL5108CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter / it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position  

KTL5108PLRKIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLR5108 
to be combined with KS250 and KLR5108 / you have to mount it on the left side of the motorcycle  

KLR5108
Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium KVE37 K-venture / not compatible with the side-cases KMS36 K-Mission / 
you must move the indicators from their original position

 

BF17K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

5124DTK
Specific screen, transparent 53,5 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D5131KITK fitting kit /  15 cm higher than the original R1200GS-R1250GS and 10 cm higher 
than the original R1200GS Adventure-R1250GS Adventure

 

5124DK
Specific screen, smoked 43,5 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D5131KITK fitting kit / 1.96 inches higher than the original R1200GS-R1250GS and size equal 
to that of the bike R1200GS Adventure-R1250GS Adventure

 

D5131KITK Strengthening kit for the 5124DTK, 5124DK screen  

KD5124B Specific low and sports screen smoked 35 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

EH5108K Plexiglass extension for original hands protector, smoked  

ES5112K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
it is not compatible with the version of the motorcycle equipped with lowered suspension  

ES5128K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
Only for lowered motorcycles  

BMW R 1250 R (19 > 21)
KRA5117

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / it 
can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

 

KZ5117
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / it is 
not compatible with the original sidecase holder

 

KLXR5117 Specific rapid release side-case holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

147AK Specific screen, transparent 49,5 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5133AK fitting kit  

A5133AK Specific fitting kit for 147AK  

KN5128 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KN5128OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KHP5137 Specific hands protector in ABS  

03VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side / use front right and rear left threaded hole  

BMW R 1250 RS (19 > 21)
KRA5117

Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / it 
can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

 

KZ5117
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / it is 
not compatible with the original sidecase holder

 

KLXR5117 Specific rapid release side-case holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  
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KD5120ST Specific screen, transparent, 56,5 x 47 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 19,5 cm higher than the original  

KN5128 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KN5128OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

RP5112K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium
to be combined with RP5117KITK /  

RP5117KITK Specific kit to install the RP5112K  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

03VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B  

BMW R 1250 RT (19 > 20)
KRA5113 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

BF17K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KN5135 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

LS5135K Specific fitting kit to mount the KN5135 engine guard in the presence of original spotlights, as an optional from 
the manufacturer company  

ES5113K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

03VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side / use front right and rear left threaded hole  

BMW R NINE T SCRAMBLER (16 > 21)
BF22K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

TMT5115K Specific holder for one RB105 side bag
you must move the indicators from their original position  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

BMW K 1600 GT (11 > 21)
KRA5116 à Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

CAGIVA
CAGIVA MITO 125

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

CFMOTO
CFMOTO 300 NK (21) 

KR9224 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

BF63K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  
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CFMOTO 650 NK (21) 

KZ9223
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate, or with 
the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the 
stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

BF63K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

1176AK Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A9223AK fitting kit  

A9223AK Specific fitting kit for 1176AK, 1176ABLK  

CFMOTO 700 CL-X (21) 
KZ9222 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plates  

BF62K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

1173SK Specific screen, smoked 22 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A9222AK fitting kit  

A9222AK Specific fitting kit for 1173SK  

KN9222 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

DUCATI
DUCATI SCRAMBLER 400 (16 > 21)

KL7407
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
you can only mount cases MONOKEY® K22 / to ensure the best visibility of the rear indicators mounted with the cases, you 
need to relocate them by using kit IN7407KIT

 

7407AK Specific screen, transparent 48 x 43,5 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific A7407A fitting kit  

A7407AK Specific fitting kit for 7407AK, 7407ASK  

KN7407
Specific engine guard, black
compatible from 16 to 20 / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / not compatible with 
the oil carter protector RP7407K

 

DUCATI MULTISTRADA 620 / MULTISTRADA 1000 DS (03 > 05) 
KR310 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 10 Kg  

DUCATI MONSTER 695
03SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

DUCATI MONSTER 696 / 796 / 1100 (08 > 14)
KZ780

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5 or KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / maximum load 
allowed 6 kg

 

TK681 Specific holder for soft side bags  

7400KITK Specific kit to install the TE7400K and the TK681 without the specific rear rack  

BF09K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

DUCATI HYPERMOTARD 796 / 1100  (12 > 14)
03SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  
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DUCATI MONSTER 797 (17 > 20)
BF08K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

DUCATI MONSTER S2R / S4R / S4RS 800 / 1000 (04 > 08) 
TK680 Specific holder for soft side bags  

BF08K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

03SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

DUCATI SCRAMBLER ICON 800 (15 > 21)
KL7407 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases

you can only mount cases MONOKEY® K22 / you must move the indicators from their original position  

7407AK Specific screen, transparent 48 x 43,5 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific A7407A fitting kit  

A7407AK Specific fitting kit for 7407AK, 7407ASK  

KN7407
Specific engine guard, black
compatible from 15 to 20 / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / not compatible with 
the oil carter protector RP7407K

 

02VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side  

DUCATI HYPERSTRADA 821 (13 > 16)
03SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

DUCATI MONSTER 821 (15 > 20)
BF08K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

DUCATI 848 / 1098 / 1198 (07 > 12)
BF08K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

DUCATI STREETFIGHTER 848 / 1098 (09 > 15)
04SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

DUCATI ST2 / ST4  900 (97 > 01)
K6750

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN/ it cannot be mounted with the original 
side-case holder

 

BF08K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

DUCATI HYPERMOTARD 939 (16 > 18)
03SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar

also for SP version  

DUCATI HYPERSTRADA 939 (16)
KL7403 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases

you can only mount cases MONOKEY® K22  

03SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  
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DUCATI MULTISTRADA 950 (17 > 18)
KLR7406CAM Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE

18 mm diameter  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD7406ST Specific screen, transparent 59 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 7 cm higher than the original  

KN7406B Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KFB7408
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

04SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

01VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side  

DUCATI MULTISTRADA 950 S (19 > 21)
KLOR7412CAM Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE

18 mm diameter  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD7406ST Specific screen, transparent 59 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 7 cm higher than the original  

KN7406B Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KFB7408
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

04SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

DUCATI ST3 1000 (04 > 08) 
K6750

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN/ it cannot be mounted with the original 
side-case holder

 

DUCATI MONSTER 1100 EVO (11 > 12)
KZ780

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5 or KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / maximum load 
allowed 6 kg

 

7400KITK Specific kit to install the TE7400K and the TK681 without the specific rear rack  

BF09K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

DUCATI MULTISTRADA V4 (21) 
KD7413S Specific screen, smoked 45,5 x 38 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 3,5 cm higher than the original  

KD7413ST Specific screen, transparent 50 x 38 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 8 cm higher than the original  

KN7413 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

RM7413KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM02  

LS7413K Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present  

ES7413K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KFB7413
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

DUCATI MONSTER 1200 (14 > 21)
BF08K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  
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DUCATI MULTISTRADA 1200 (10 > 12) 
KR312 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / is compatible with the original side-case holder  

KRA7401 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KN7401 Specific engine guard
only for years 2011-2012 / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / black colour  

DUCATI MULTISTRADA 1200 (13 > 14) 
KR312 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / is compatible with the original side-case holder  

KRA7401 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KN7401 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / black colour  

DUCATI MULTISTRADA 1200 (15 > 18)
KLR7406CAM Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE

18 mm diameter  

KLR7406CAM Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD7406ST Specific screen, transparent 59 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 7 cm higher than the original  

KN7406B Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KPR7406 à Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

KFB7408
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

04SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

DUCATI MULTISTRADA ENDURO 1200 (16 > 18)
KLR7406CAM Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE

18 mm diameter  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KN7408 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KFB7408
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

04SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

DUCATI MULTISTRADA 1260 (18 > 20)
KLR7411CAM Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE

18 mm diameter  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD7406ST Specific screen, transparent 59 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 7 cm higher than the original  

KN7406B Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

ES7411K à Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  
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KFB7408
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

04SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

DUCATI MULTISTRADA ENDURO 1260 (19 > 21)
KLOR7412CAM Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE

18 mm diameter  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KN7408 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KFB7408
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

FANTIC
FANTIC CABALLERO SCRAMBLER 125-250-500 (18 > 21)

KR9150 Specific rear rack, glossy black, for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

TMT9150K Specific holder for one left RB105 side bag  

BF43K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

100ALBK Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
only available if article AL9150AK is already fitted  

140AK Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
only available if article AL9150AK is already fitted  

140SK Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
only available if article AL9150AK is already fitted  

KN9150 à
Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / compatibility with the 125-250cc model is to be 
confirmed

 

GILERA
GILERA RUNNER 50-125-200 (06 > 15)

KR126
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle / maximum load allowed 3 Kg / to be combined with the plate 
already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

 

GILERA NEXUS 125 - 250 - 300 - 500 (06 > 14)
K682 à

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle / maximum load allowed 6Kg  

K682M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate  included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle / maximum load allowed 6Kg  

KD351ST Specific screen, transparent 65 x 50 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 24 cm higher than the original  

GILERA FUOCO 500 (07 > 14)
340DK Specific screen, smoked 64,5 x 54,5 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific D340KITK fitting kit  

D340KITK Specific fitting kit for 340DK  

GILERA NEXUS 500 (05) 
K682 à

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle / maximum load allowed 6Kg  

K682M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate  included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle / maximum load allowed 6Kg  
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HARLEY DAVIDSON
HARLEY DAVIDSON PAN AMERICA 1250 (21) 

KRA8400 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case, black
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

KLO8400MK Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 08RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder  

KLO8400CAM Portavaligie laterale specifico KL ONE-FIT configurato per valigie MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 08RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder  

08RKITK RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
to be combined with KLO8400MK or KLO8400CAM  

KTL8400KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLO8400MK or KLO8400CAM
to be combined with KS250 and KLO8400MK, KLO8400CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  

BF65K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

8400DTK Specific screen, transparent 46 x 49,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D8400KITK fitting kit / 4,5 cm higher than the original  

D8400KITK Specific fitting kit for 8400DTK  

KN8400 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

ES8400K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

HONDA
HONDA ZOOMER 50 (RUCKUS 50) (04 > 14)

105AK Specific screen, transparent 66 x 67 cm (H x W)
only available if article A303A is already fitted / With hand protectors  

128AK Specific screen, transparent 74 x 67 cm (H x W)
only available if article A303A is already fitted / 8 cm higher than 105AK  

HONDA VISION 50-110 (11 > 20)
KR1153 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

308AK Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy 52 x 66,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1153AK fitting kit  

A1153AK Specific fitting kit for 308AK  

HONDA VISION 110 (21) 
KR1153 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

308AK Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy 52 x 66,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1153AK fitting kit  

A1153AK Specific fitting kit for 308AK  

HONDA LEAD 110 (08 > 14)
314AK Specific screen, transparent 52 x 66,5 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A314AK fitting kit / With hand protectors  

A314AK à Specific fitting kit for 314AK  

HONDA CB 125F (15 > 20)
KR1142

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / it is necessary to remove the original grab 
handle

 

KL1142 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
you can only mount cases MONOKEY® K22 / it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack KR1142  

KN1142 Specific engine guard, black
compatible from '15 to '16 / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  
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HONDA CB 125F (21) 
KR1184 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KL1184 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
you can only mount cases MONOKEY® K22 / it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack KR1184  

KN1184 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

HONDA CB 125 R (18 > 20)
KR1169 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

BF41K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KA1164 Specific screen, smoked 21 x 28 cm (H x W) 
complete with specific fitting kit  

KN1164 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

HONDA CBF 125 (09 > 14)
KR1570 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

maximum load allowed 6 kg / to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KN1142 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

HONDA CBR 125 (05 > 10)  
KZ262 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

we recommend mounting smaller cases MONOLOCK® in conjunction with M5M or M6M plate  

HONDA CBR 125 R (11 > 17)
KR1103 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

maximum load allowed 6 kg / to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

HONDA FORZA 125 ABS (15 > 18)

KR1166
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate or with the 
plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-cases / if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the 
stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

KD1140ST
Specific screen, transparent, 70,5 x 63 cm (H x W)
not compatible with models 2018 having electrically adjustable screen / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 23 cm 
higher than the original / The assembly does not allow you to adjust the height of the windshield

 

KTB1166A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

HONDA FORZA 125-300 (19 > 20)

KR1166
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate or with the 
plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-cases / if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the 
stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

KD1166ST Specific screen, transparent 58 x 44,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11 cm higher than the original  

DF1166K Pair of protective transparent handle-bar wind deflectors
specific fitting kit included  

KTB1166A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

01VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side  

HONDA FORZA 125 (21) 
KR1187B

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the KM5 MONOKEY® plate, or with the KM5M or KM6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the plate already 
included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

 

KD1187ST Specific screen, transparent 58 x 47 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  
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DF1166K Pair of protective transparent handle-bar wind deflectors
specific fitting kit included  

KTB1187A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

01VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side  

HONDA SH MODE 125 (13 > 20)
KR1125 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

1125AK Specific screen, transparent 43 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1125AK fitting kit  

A1125AK Specific fitting kit for 1125AK  

HONDA SH MODE 125 (21) 
KR1125 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

1193AK Specific screen, transparent 51 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1193AK fitting kit  

A1193AK Specific fitting kit for 1193AK  

HONDA XL 125 V VARADERO (01 > 06)
K213 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KD215S Specific screen, smoked 49,9 x 33,2 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

03SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

HONDA XL 125 V VARADERO (07 > 14) 
K213 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KL202 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KD311S Specific screen, smoked 46 x 33 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 19 cm higher than original  

03SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

HONDA SUPER CUB C125 (18 > 21)
KR1168 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KR1195 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
compatible from '21 / to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

1168AK Specific screen, transparent 38,5 x 40 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1168AK fitting kit / it does not protect the hand area  

A1168AK Specific fitting kit for 1168AK  

HONDA SUPER CUB C125 (22) 
KR1195 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

1168AK Specific screen, transparent 38,5 x 40 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1168AK fitting kit / it does not protect the hand area  

A1168AK Specific fitting kit for 1168AK  

HONDA DYLAN 125-150 (02 > 07)
102AK Specific screen, transparent 66 x 68 cm (H x W)

only available if article A185AK is already fitted / With hand protectors  

128AK Specific screen, transparent 74 x 67 cm (H x W)
only available if article A185AK is already fitted / 8 cm higher than 102AK  
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HONDA PANTHEON 125-150 (98 > 02)
KD199ST Specific screen, transparent 49,9 x 72,5 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / only available if article D199KITK is already fitted  

KD202ST Specific screen, transparent 60 x 74,4 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10 cm higher than KD199ST / only available if article D199KITK is already fitted  

HONDA PANTHEON 125-150 (03 > 08)
KD219ST Specific screen, trasparent 63 x 72,5 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / With hand protectors  

HONDA PCX 125-150 (10 >13)
KR1190 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

323DTK Specific screen, transparent 82 x 58 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D323KITK fitting kit / 41 cm higher than original  

D323KITK Specific fitting kit for 323DTK  

KD322ST Specific screen, trasparent, 59,5 x 44 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 18,5 cm higher than original  

KD322S Specific screen, smoked, 59,5 x 44 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 18,5 cm higher than original  

HONDA PCX 125-150 (14 > 17) / PCX 150 (18)
KR1190 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KD1136ST Specific screen, transparent 63,0 x 43,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KD1130ST Specific screen, transparent 81.5 x 55 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KTB1163A à Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

KTB1190A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

HONDA PCX 125 (18 > 20)
KR1190 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

1163DTK Specific screen, transparent 85 x 63 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D1163KITK fitting kit / 39 cm higher than the original  

1129DTK Specific screen, transparent 60,5 x 43,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D1163KITK fitting kit / 14,5 cm higher than the original  

1129DK Specific screen, smoked 60,5 x 43,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D1163KITK fitting kit / 14,5 cm higher than the original  

D1163KITK Specific fitting kit for 1163DTK, 1129DTK, 1129DK  

KTB1163A à Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

KTB1190A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

01VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side  

HONDA PCX 125 (21) 
KR1190 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

1190DTK Specific screen, transparent
to be combined with the specific D1190KITK fitting kit  

D1190KITK Specific fitting kit for 1190DTK  

KD1190ST Specific screen, transparent 59 x 48,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KTB1190A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

01VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side  
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HONDA SH 125-150 (01 > 04)
186AK Specific screen, transparent 58 x 68 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A186AK fitting kit  

A186AK Specific fitting kit for 186AK  
You can fit a MONOLOCK® top-case using the universal plate included

HONDA SH 125I-150I (05 > 08)
KE2190 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

311AK Specific screen, transparent 62 x 67,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A311AK fitting kit / With hand protectors  

313AK Specific screen, transparent  55 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A311AK fitting kit / With hand protectors  

A311AK Specific fitting kit for 311AK, 313AK  

HONDA SH 125I-150I (09 >12)
KR1155 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KE2270 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / maximum load allowed 3 kg  

311AK Specific screen, transparent 62 x 67,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A315AK fitting kit / with hand protectors  

313AK Specific screen, transparent  55 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A315AK fitting kit / With hand protectors  

A315AK Specific fitting kit for 311AK and 313AK  

HONDA SH 125I-150I ABS (12 > 16)
KR1155 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KE2270 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / maximum load allowed 3 kg  

KD1128BL à Specific BLUE LINE screen, to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit, 36,5 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / the edge glows blue in the dark when illuminated by the cars’ headlights  

KD1128S Specific screen smoked, to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit, 36,5 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

1117AK Specific screen, transparent 72 x 71 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1117AK fitting kit  

1128AK Specificwind-screen replacement to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit, 53 x 50 cm (H x W)
It does not protect the hand area  

A1117AK
Kit di attacchi specifico per 1117AK
To mount the windshield, it is necessary to have the original pre-perforated Honda handlebar fairing which is also used to 
mount the original Honda windshield. If the handlebar fairing mounted to the motorcycle is not pre-perforated, it will be 
necessary to drill holes into it

 

HONDA SH 125I-150I (17 > 19)
KR1155 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KD1155ST Specific screen, transparent, to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit, 51 x 49 cm (H x W)
it does not protect the hand area  

KD1155S Specific screen smoked, to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit, 36,5 x 45 cm (H x W)  

KD1155BL à Specific BLUE LINE screen to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit, 36,5 x 45 cm (H x W)
when illuminated by vehicle headlights in low light conditions, the edge glows blue in colour  

1117AK Specific screen, transparent 72 x 71 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1155AK fitting kit  

A1155AK Specific fitting kit for 1117AK  

HONDA SH 125-150 (20 > 21)
KR1181 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KD1181ST Specific screen, transparent, to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit, 54 x 49 cm (H x W)
it does not protect the hand area  
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KD1181S Specific screen smoked, to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit, 33 x 45 cm (H x W)  

KD1181BL Specific BLUE LINE screen  to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit, 33 x 45 cm (H x W)
when illuminated by vehicle headlights in low light conditions, the edge glows blue in colour  

KFB1181
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

HONDA S-WING 125-150 (07 > 12)
KD312ST Specific screen, transparent 89 x 54 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen  

HONDA CBR 250 R (11 > 15)
KR1103 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

maximum load allowed 6 kg / to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

HONDA FORESIGHT 250 (97 > 08)
KD199ST Specific screen, transparent 49,9 x 72,5 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / only available if article D199KITK is already fitted  

KD202ST Specific screen, transparent 60 x 74,4 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10 cm higher than KD199ST / only available if article D199KITK is already fitted  

HONDA FORZA 250 (05 > 07) 
K22 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / in order to fix you must remove the original backrest  

K22M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate  included / in order to fix you must remove the original backrest  

HONDA FORZA 250 X / EX (08 >12)
K226

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections / maximum load 
allowed 6 Kg

 

K226M
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections/ maximum load 
allowed 6 Kg

 

D315KITK Specific fitting kit for 315DT
only available if article 315DT is already fitted  

HONDA CRF 250 L / CRF 250 RALLY (17 > 20)
KR1159

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-
cases / maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

HONDA FORZA 300 ABS (13 > 17)
KR1123 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6 kg / MONOKEY® plate included  

KR1123MM Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate with place for the "u" type padlock included  

KD1123ST Specific screen, transparent 73 x 59 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 21 cm higher that the original  

HONDA SH 300I (07 > 10) 
KE2230 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

307AK Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy 58,5 x 68 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A307AK fitting kit  

308AK Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy 52 x 66,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A307AK fitting kit  

A307AK Specific fitting kit for 307AK and 308AK
Black colour  

HONDA SH 300I (11 > 14)
KE2230 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  
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307AK Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy 58,5 x 68 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1100AK fitting kit  

A1100AK Specific fitting kit for 307AK and 308AK  

308AK Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy 52 x 66,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1100AK fitting kit  

HONDA SH 300I (15 > 20)
KR1155 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

only for version 19 > 20 / to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KD1100ST Specific transparent low screen to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit. 27 x 42 cm (H x W)
it does not protect the hand area  

KD1143ST Specific wind-screen to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit 51,5 x 49 cm (H x W)
It does not protect the hand area  

KD1143S Specific smoked low screen to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit. 27 x 42 cm (H x W)
It does not protect the hand area  

HONDA CB 300 R (18 > 21)
KR1169 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

BF41K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KA1164 Specific screen, smoked 21 x 28 cm (H x W) 
complete with specific fitting kit  

HONDA CRF 300 L (21)
KR1191

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-
case

 

RP1191K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium
thickness of 5 mm  

ES1191K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

HONDA SH 350 (21) 
KR1189 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KD1181ST Specific screen, transparent, to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit, 54 x 49 cm (H x W)
it does not protect the hand area  

KD1181S Specific screen smoked, to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit, 33 x 45 cm (H x W)  

KD1181BL Specific BLUE LINE screen  to be fixed with original Honda fitting kit, 33 x 45 cm (H x W)
when illuminated by vehicle headlights in low light conditions, the edge glows blue in colour  

KFB1181
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

HONDA FORZA 350 (21) 
KR1187B

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the KM5 MONOKEY® plate, or with the KM5M or KM6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the plate already 
included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

 

KD1187ST Specific screen, transparent 58 x 47 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

DF1166K Pair of protective transparent handle-bar wind deflectors
specific fitting kit included  

KTB1187A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

01VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side  

HONDA SILVER WING 400 (06 > 09) 
KR19

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / you must puncture the original case holder / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the 
saddle in arranged sections

 

KR19M
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / you must puncture the original case holder / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the 
saddle in arranged sections
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214DTK Specific screen, transparent 63 x 60 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D214KITK fitting kit/ 10 cm higher than the original  

D214KITK Specific fitting kit for 214DTK  

KAF214 Specific Airstream sliding wind-screen transparent. Maximum height 57 cm (12 cm of extension) width 59 cm
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

HONDA SW-T 400/600 (09 > 17)
KR19

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / you must puncture the original case holder / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the 
saddle in arranged sections

 

KR19M
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / you must puncture the original case holder / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the 
saddle in arranged sections

 

KD318ST Specific screen, transparent, 89 x 67 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 18 cm higher than the original  

HONDA CB 500 (97 > 05) / CB 500 S (00 > 05)
K2500 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN  

HONDA CB 500 F (13 > 15)
KR1119 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

HONDA CB 500 F (16 > 18)
KZ1152 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate  

1152KITK Specific kit to install the KLX1152 without the specific rear rack KZ1152  

BF20K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KA1152 Specific screen, smoked 31,2 x 40,8 cm (H x W) 
complete with specific fitting kit  

KA1152BL à Specific BLUE LINE screen, 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
complete with specific fitting kit / when illuminated by vehicle headlights in low light conditions, the edge glows blue in colour  

KHP1176 Specific hands protector in ABS  

02SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

HONDA CB 500 F (19 > 21)
KZ1176

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on 
the case

 

KLX1176 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1176KZ using the 1152KITK  

TE1176K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ1176 using the 1152KITK  

BF30K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

1176AK Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1176AK fitting kit  

A1176AK Specific fitting kit for 1176AK, 1176ABLK  

KN1171 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KHP1176 Specific hands protector in ABS  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

01VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side  
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HONDA CBR 500 R (13 > 15)
KR1119 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

HONDA CB 500 X (13 > 18)
KZ1121

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / maximum load allowed 
6 kg / it is not compatible with the original side-case holder

 

KL1121
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
you can only mount cases Garda KGR33,Garda KGR46, K21 e K22 / to be combined with KL1121KIT from 2017 / it can be 
mounted without the specific rear rack KZ1121 using the 1121KITK / To ensure the best visibility of the rear indicators 
mounted with the cases, you need to relocate them by using kit IN1121KIT.

 

KL1121CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter / it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1121KZ using the 1121KITK  

KTL1146KIT
Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KL1121
to be combined with KS250 and KL1121 / it can can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the 
motorcycle

 

IN1121KITK Specific kit to move the indicators to ensure the highest visibility with the fitted cases
is not necessary if you have the K21N e K22N  

KLX1121 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
to be combined with KL1121KIT from 2017 / it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ1121 using the 1121KITK  

1121KITK Specific kit to install the KLX without the specific rear rack KZ1121
to be combined with KLX1121  

KL1121KIT Specific kit to install the KL1121, KLX1121 on CB500X from 2017  

BF20K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system
compatible from 2016  

KD1121ST Specific screen, transparent 49 x 37,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 19 cm higher than original  

KN1121 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / black colour  

KPR1121 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted
compatible from 2016  

RM1121KITK à Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM02
compatible from 2016 to 2018  

KHP1121 Specific hands protector in ABS  

ES1111K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

02SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

HONDA CB 500 X (19 > 21)
KZ1121

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / maximum load allowed 
6 kg / it is not compatible with the original side-case holder

 

KLO1171MK Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1121KZ using the 1121KITK  

KLO1171CAM Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1121KZ using the 1121KITK  

KLX1171 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1121KZ using the 1121KITK  

1121KITK Specific kit to install the KLX1171, KLO1171MK, KLO1171CAM, KLO1171N without the specific rear rack 
KZ1121  

BF44K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD1171ST Specific screen, transparent 58 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 15 cm higher than the original  

KD1171S Specific screen, smoked 46 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 3 cm higher than the original  

KN1171 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KNH1171 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators  

KPR1121 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  
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RM1171KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM02  

LS1171K Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present  

KHP1192 Specific hands protector in ABS  

ES1111K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

01VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side  

HONDA CBF 500 (04 > 12)

KZ260
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if combined 
with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / It is not 
compatible with the original side-case holder

 

KL174 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium KVE37 K-venture  

KLXR174 Specific rapid release side-case holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases  

KLX174 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ260 using the PLX174KIT  

KLX174KIT Specific kit to install the KLX without the rack for the top-case  

TK218 Specific holder for soft side bags  

HONDA CMX 500 REBEL (17 > 19)
KR1160

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-
cases

 

TMT1160K Specific holder for soft side bags  

100ALBK Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL1160AK fitting kit  

140AK Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL1160AK fitting kit  

140SK Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL1160AK fitting kit  

TMT1160K Specific holder for soft side bags  

AL1160AK Specific fitting kit for 100ALBK, 140AK, 140SK  

KN1160 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KTS1160B Backrest with detachable small luggage carrier, black  

HONDA CMX 500 REBEL (20 > 21)
KR1160

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-
cases

 

TMT1160K Specific holder for soft side bags  

100ALBK Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL1182AK fitting kit  

140AK Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL1182AK fitting kit  

140SK Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL1182AK fitting kit  

AL1182AK Specific fitting kit for 100ALBK, 140AK, 140SK  

KN1160 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KTS1160B Backrest with detachable small luggage carrier, black  
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HONDA CBF 600 S/ CBF 600 N (04 > 12)

KZ260
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if combined 
with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / It is not 
compatible with the original side-case holder

 

KL174 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium KVE37 K-venture  

KLXR174 Specific rapid release side-case holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases  

KLX174 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ260 using the PLX174KIT  

KLX174KIT Specific kit to install the KLX without the rack for the top-case  

TK218 Specific holder for soft side bags  

BF03K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD303ST Specific screen, transparent 54 x 39,5 cm (H x W)
only for CBF 600 S / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12,5 cm higher than original  

KN369 Specific engine guard
we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / compatible with all years '07  

KN456 Specific engine guard
we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / compatible from '08  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

HONDA CBR 600 F (99 > 09)
K2520 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN  

HONDA CBR 600 F (11 > 13) 
KZ1102

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the 
case

 

BF03K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

HONDA CBR 600 RR (05 > 06) 
BF03K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

HONDA CBR 600 RR (07 > 09) 
BF03K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

HONDA HORNET 600 / S (98 > 02)
KZ162

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the 
case

 

TK214 Specific holder for soft side bags  

HONDA HORNET 600 (03 > 06)
KZ258

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
Bronze colour

 

TK214 Specific holder for soft side bags  

KA305
Specific screen, smoked 31,2 x 40,8 cm (H x W) 
compatible with models from '05 to '06 / complete with fitting kit / it can be mounted without removing the original front light 
fairing
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HONDA HORNET 600 / HORNET 600 ABS (07 > 10)

KZ263
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / you 
must remove the original grab handles they are reproduced by the rack itself 

 

TK219 Specific holder for soft side bags  

BF03K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KA309 Specific screen, smoked 33,5 x 40,5 cm (H x W)
only for CB 600 F Hornet / complete with fitting kit  

KN453 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

02SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

HONDA HORNET 600 (11 > 13)

KZ1102
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the 
case

 

BF03K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KN453 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

02SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

HONDA SILVER WING 600 / ABS (01 > 09)
KR19

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / you must puncture the original case holder / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the 
saddle in arranged sections

 

KR19M
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / you must puncture the original case holder / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the 
saddle in arranged sections

 

214DTK Specific screen, transparent 63 x 60 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D214KITK fitting kit/ 10 cm higher than the original  

D214KITK Specific fitting kit for 214DTK  

KAF214 Specific Airstream sliding wind-screen transparent. Maximum height 57 cm (12 cm of extension) width 59 cm
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

HONDA VT 600 C SHADOW (89 > 01)
A35NK Universal screen,  54,9 x 46,8 cm (H x W) 

to be combined with the specific AS100A2K fitting kit  

23A Universal screen, 38,8 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AS100A2K fitting kit  

HONDA XL 600 RM/LM 
K200 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

HONDA XL 600 V TRANSALP (88) 
K200 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

HONDA XL 600 V TRANSALP (89 > 93)
K200 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KD180S Specific screen, smoked 43,7 x 43,9 cm (H x W)
complete with specific fitting kit  

KN22 Specific engine guard
22 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  
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HONDA XL 600 V TRANSALP (94 > 96) 
K200 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KL131 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KD191S Specific screen, smoked 44,1 x 38,4 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KN22 Specific engine guard
22 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

HONDA XL 600 V TRANSALP (97 > 99) 
KL131 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KD191S Specific screen, smoked 44,1 x 38,4 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KN22 Specific engine guard
22 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

HONDA CB 650 F (14 > 16) / CBR 650 F (14 > 16)

KZ1137
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the 
case

 

KLX1137 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ1137 using the 1137KIT  

BF20K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

TE1137K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ1137 using the 1137KIT  

KHP1137 Specific hands protector in ABS
only for CB 650 F  

02SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar
only for CB 650 F  

HONDA CB 650F (17 > 18)

KZ1137
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the 
case

 

KLX1137 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ1137 using the 1137KIT  

TE1137K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ1137 using the 1137KIT  

BF30K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KA1159 Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W) 
complete with specific fitting kit  

KA1159BL à Specific BLUE LINE screen, 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
complete with specific fitting kit / when illuminated by vehicle headlights in low light conditions, the edge glows blue in colour  

KHP1159 à Specific hands protector in ABS  

02SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

HONDA CB 650 R (19 > 20)

KZ1173
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on 
the case

 

TE1173K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ1173 using the 1173KITK  

1173KITK Specific kit to install the TE1173K without the specific rear rack KZ1173  

BF30K
Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system
in order to insert or remove the motorcycle key from the ignition, the TANKLOCK or TanklockED bag must be unhooked from 
the flange
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1173SK Specific screen, smoked 22 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1173AK fitting kit  

A1173AK Specific fitting kit for 1173SK  

KPR1173 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

KPR1185 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

KHP1159 à Specific hands protector in ABS  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

01VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side  

HONDA CB 650 R (21) 

KZ1185
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the 
case

 

TE1185K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ1185 using the 1185KITK  

1185KITK Specific kit to install the TE1185K without the specific rear rack 1185KZ  

TR1185K Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags  

BF30K
Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system
in order to insert or remove the motorcycle key from the ignition, the TANKLOCK or TanklockED bag must be unhooked from 
the flange

 

1173SK Specific screen, smoked 22 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1173AK fitting kit  

A1173AK Specific fitting kit for 1173SK  

KPR1185 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

KHP1159 à Specific hands protector in ABS  

HONDA DOMINATOR 650 (< 92)
K200 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

HONDA DOMINATOR 650 (92 > 94) 
K200 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

HONDA NT 650 V DEAUVILLE (98 > 05) 
KR15 à

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included  

KR15M à
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included  

KD201S Specific screen, smoked 45 x 40,3 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

HONDA XL 650 V TRANSALP (00 > 07)
K213 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KL167 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

TK213 Specific holder for soft side bags  

KD209S Specific screen, smoked 56 x 36 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KN26
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / it can be mounted with the central stand installed  / we recommend fitting by a qualified 
mechanic
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HONDA CTX 700 DCT (14 > 16)
KD1133ST Specific screen, transparent 48 x 62 cm  (h x w)

to be mounted instead of the original screen  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

HONDA DN-01 700 (08 > 14)
KD316S Specific screen, smoked 66 x 45 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen  

HONDA INTEGRA 700 (12 > 13)
KZ1109

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the 
case

 

KD1109ST à Specific screen, transparent 72 x 69 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11 cm higher than the original wind-screen  

KD1109B Specific low and sports screen glossy black 47 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KMG1109 Mudguard/specific ABS chain-cover, black colour  

ES1111K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

HONDA NC 700 S (12 > 13) / NC 750 S / NC 750 S DCT (14 > 15)
KZ1111 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate  

KLX1111 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ1111 using the 1111KIT  

KL1111 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ1111 using the 1111KIT  

TE1111K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ1111 using the 1111KIT  

KD1112S Specific screen, smoked 31 x 36 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 6.5 cm higher than original  

KN1111 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KMG1109 Mudguard/specific ABS chain-cover, black colour  

ES1111K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

02SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

HONDA NC 700 X (12 > 13) / NC 750 X / NC 750 X DCT (14 > 15)
KZ1111 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate  

KLX1111 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ1111 using the 1111KIT  

KL1111 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ1111 using the 1111KIT  

TE1111K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ1111 using the 1111KIT  

KD1111ST Specific screen, transparent 49,5 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 16.5 cm higher that the original  

KHP1111 Specific hands protector in ABS  

KN1111 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KMG1109 Mudguard/specific ABS chain-cover, black colour  

ES1111K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

02SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  
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HONDA NT 700 DEAUVILLE (06 > 12)
K221 à

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included/ for fixing the original lid must be drilled / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle 

K221M à
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / for fixing the original lid must be drilled / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the 
saddle

 

BF03K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD307ST Specific screen, transparent 49 x 46,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

HONDA XL 700 V TRANSALP (08 > 13)
K225 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

K225M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate  included  

KL203 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium KVE37 K-venture  

TK221 Specific holder for soft side bags  

BF03K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD313S Specific screen, smoked 44,5 x 37 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 15,5 cm higher than original  

KN455 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

ES1111K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

03SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

HONDA AFRICA TWIN 750 (90 > 92)
K200 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KN23 Specific engine guard
22 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / black colour  

HONDA AFRICA TWIN 750 (93 > 95) 
K210 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KL148 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KN23 Specific engine guard
22 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / black colour  

02SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

HONDA AFRICA TWIN 750 (96 > 02) 
K210 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KL148 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KD195S Specific screen, smoked 44 x 35 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KN23 Specific engine guard
22 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / black colour  

HONDA BLACK WIDOW 750 (00 > 02) 
23A Universal screen, 38,8 x 41 cm (H x W) 

to be combined with the specific AS100A2 fitting kit  

HONDA CB 750 SEVEN FIFTY (92 > 00)
K2320 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN  
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HONDA INTEGRA 750 (14 > 15)
KD1109ST à Specific screen, transparent 72 x 69 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11 cm higher than the original wind-screen  

KD1109B Specific low and sports screen glossy black 47 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KMG1127 Mudguard/specific ABS chain-cover, black colour  

ES1111K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

HONDA INTEGRA 750 (16 > 20)
KR11500 Specific rear black rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate  

KD1109ST à Specific screen, transparent 72 x 69 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11 cm higher than the original wind-screen  

KD1109B Specific low and sports screen glossy black 47 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KMG1127 Mudguard/specific ABS chain-cover, black colour  

HONDA X-ADV 750 (17 > 20)

KZ1156
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

KR1156
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / it 
can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

 

KL1156 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack KZ1156  

KL1158
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company / it cannot be mounted with 
the specific rear rack KZ1156

 

KTL1156KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KL1156, KL1158
to be combined with KS250 and KL1156 or KL1158 / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  

KD1156ST
Specific screen, transparent 65 x 40 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / to ensure total rotation of the handlebar, the windshield cannot be set to either 
the lowest or the highest settings. It can only be set to the three intermediate settings / 13 cm higher than the original

 

KN1156 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KPR1156 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

KMG1156 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour  

RM1156KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM02  

KHP1144 Specific hands protector in ABS
to be mounted instead of the original hands protector  

ES1156K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

HONDA X-ADV 750 (21) 
KR1186

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / it 
can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company / maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

KR1188
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if combined 
with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

KLO1188MK
Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 01RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / it can be mounted 
only with the specific rear rack KR1188 or with the original rear rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

 

KLO1188CAM
Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 01RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / it can be mounted 
only with the specific rear rack KR1188 or with the original rear rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

 

01RKITK RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame  

KTL6415KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLO1188MK, KLO1188CAM
to be combined with KS250 and KLO1188MK, KLO1188CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  
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TR1188K Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags  

KD1188ST Specific screen, transparent 64 x 43,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10 cm higher than the original  

KN1156 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KPR1156 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

KMG1156 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour  

RM1156KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM02  

LS1188OK Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present  

EH1178K Extension in black ABS for original hands protector  

ES1186K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

01VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B  

HONDA FORZA 750 (21) 

KR1186
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / it 
can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company / maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

KR1188
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if combined 
with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

KZ1186
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

KLX1186
Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
to be combined with 01RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / it can only be mounted on KR1188, or 
on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company

 

01RKITK RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame  

KD1186ST Specific screen, transparent 62 x 64cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 9,5 cm higher than the original  

KD1186S Specific screen, smoked 54,5 x 57cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 2 cm higher than the original  

KAF1186 Specific Airstream sliding wind-screen transparent Maximum height 60 cm (12 cm of extension) width 64 cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 7,5 cm higher than the original  

KPR1156 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

KMG1156 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour  

RM1156KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM02  

ES1186K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KFB1186
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

01VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B  

HONDA VFR 750 F (90 > 93) 
K2290 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN  

HONDA VFR 750 F (94 > 97) 
K2420 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN  

HONDA VT SHADOW 750 (04 > 14)
23A Universal screen, 38,8 x 41 cm (H x W)

only available if article AS121A2K is already fitted  
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HONDA VT SHADOW SPIRIT 750 (07 > 09) 
23A Universal screen, 38,8 x 41 cm (H x W) 

to be combined with the specific AS100A2 fitting kit  

HONDA NC 750 S (16 > 20)
KZ1146

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / maximum load allowed 
6 kg

 

KL1146 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ1146 using the 1146KITK  

KLX1146 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ1146 using the 1146KITK  

KL1146CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter / it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1146KZ using the 1146KITK  

1146KITK Specific kit to install the KLX1146 / KL1146 / TST1146K without the specific rear rack KZ1146  

KD1112S Specific screen, smoked 31 x 36 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 6.5 cm higher than original  

KN1111 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KPR1146 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

KMG1109 Mudguard/specific ABS chain-cover, black colour  

RM1146KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM01, KRM02  

KHP1111 Specific hands protector in ABS  

02SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

HONDA NC 750 X (16 > 20)
KZ1146

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / maximum load allowed 
6 kg

 

KL1146 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ1146 using the 1146KITK  

KLX1146 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ1146 using the 1146KITK  

KL1146CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter / it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1146KZ using the 1146KITK  

1146KITK Specific kit to install the KLX1146 / KL1146 / TST1146K without the specific rear rack KZ1146  

KD1146ST
Specific screen, transparent 48,5 x 40 cm (H x W)
not compatible with the original Honda hand protectors / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10,5 cm higher than 
the original

 

KN1111 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KPR1146 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

KMG1109 Mudguard/specific ABS chain-cover, black colour  

RM1146KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM01, KRM02  

KTL1146KIT
Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KL1146 
to be combined with KS250 and KL1146 / it can can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the 
motorcycle

 

LS1146K Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present  

KHP1111 Specific hands protector in ABS  

ES1111K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KFB1146 Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-Smartphone holder
Compatible with the original windshield and the windshield KD1146ST / For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B  

02SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  
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HONDA NC 750 X (21)

KZ1192
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

KR1192
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / it 
can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company / maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

KLO1192MK
Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 07RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / it can be mounted 
without the specific rear rack KZ1192 using the 1192KITK

 

KLO1192CAM
Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 07RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / it can be mounted 
without the specific rear rack KZ1192 using the 1192KITK

 

KTL1192KIT
Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLO1192MK or KLO1192CAM
to be combined with KS250 and KLO1192MK, KLO1192CAM / it can can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand 
side of the motorcycle

 

KLX1192
Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
to be combined with 07RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / it can be mounted without the 
specific rear rack KZ1192 using the 1192KITK

 

07RKITK RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
to be combined with KLO1192MK, KLO1192CAM or KLX1192  

1192KITK Specific kit to install the KLO1192MK, KLO1192CAM or KLX1192 without the specific rear rack KZ1192  

KD1192ST Specific screen, transparent 54 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KD1192S
Specific screen, smoked
48 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

 

KN1192 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KNH1192 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators  

KPR1146 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

RM1146KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM01, KRM02  

KHP1192 Specific hands protector in ABS  

ES1192K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KFB1192
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

HONDA CROSSRUNNER 800 (11 > 14)
KZ1104

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

D1104KITK Specific fitting kit for 1104DTK
only available if article 1104DTK is already fitted  

HONDA CROSSRUNNER 800 (15 > 20)
KR1139

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / maximum load allowed 
6 kg 

 

KD1139ST Specific screen, transparent 55 x 42 cm (H x W)
compatible from 15 to 16 / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 18 cm higher than the original  

KD1157ST Specific screen, transparent 55,5 x 42 cm (H x W)
compatible from 17 / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 38 cm higher than the original  

KAF1139
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, AIRSTREAM®. Maximum height 56 cm (12 cm of extension) width 42 
cm
compatible from 15 to 16 / to be mounted instead of the original screen

 

KN1139 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KHP1139 Specific hands protector in ABS  

03SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

HONDA VFR 800 (98 > 01) 
KZ257

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if combined with KM8A, KM8B, 
KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / you must remove the grab rails, these are reproduced by the 
rack itself

 

KL257 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack KZ257  
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HONDA VFR 800 VTEC (02 > 11)

KZ166
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / it is 
not compatible with the original side-case holder

 

KLX166 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases  

BF03K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

HONDA VFR 800 F (14 > 20)
KZ1132

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / maximum load allowed 
6 kg

 

BF20K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

HONDA CB 900 HORNET (02 > 07)
KZ256

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
Bronze colour

 

HONDA CB 1000 R (08 > 17)
KZ266

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the 
case

 

TE1101K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ266 using the 1101KIT  

BF03K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

04SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

HONDA CB 1000 R (18 > 20)
KZ1165

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not 
allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position

 

TE1165K
Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ1165 using the 1165KITK / it is necessary to move the indicators from their 
original position

 

1165KITK à Specific kit to install the TE1165K without the specific rear rack KZ1165
we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

TR1165K Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags  

BF38K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

1173SK Specific screen, smoked 22 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A1173AK fitting kit  

A1173AK Specific fitting kit for 1173SK  

KPR1165 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

HONDA CB 1000 R (21) 

KZ1165
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / we 
recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it is necessary to move the indicators from their original position

 

TR1165K Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags  

BF38K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  
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HONDA CBF 1000 / ABS (06 > 09)

KZ260
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if combined 
with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / It is not 
compatible with the original side-case holder

 

KL174 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium KVE37 K-venture  

KLXR174 Specific rapid release side-case holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases  

KLX174 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ260 using the PLX174KIT  

KLX174KIT Specific kit to install the KLX without the rack for the top-case  

TK218 Specific holder for soft side bags  

BF03K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD303ST Specific screen, transparent 54 x 39,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12,5 cm higher than original  

KN452 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

HONDA CBF 1000 / CBF 1000 ST (10 > 14)
KR777

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / you must remove the grabrails, they are reproduced by the rack itself / is compatible with the 
original side-case holder

 

KR777M
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / you must remove the grabrails, they are reproduced by the rack itself / is compatible with the 
original side-case holder

 

KLXR208 Specific rapid release side-case holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack KR777 / KR777M or 777KIT  

BF03K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD320ST Specific screen, transparent 49 x 42,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 15 cm higher than the original / adjustable as the original  

02SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

HONDA CBR 1000 F (89 > 92) 
K2270 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN  

HONDA CBR 1000 F (93 > 00) 
K2270 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN  

HONDA CBR 1000 RR (08 > 09)
BF03K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

HONDA CBR 1000 RR (12 > 13)
BF03K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

HONDA CBR 1000 RR (17 > 19)
BF30K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

HONDA VTR 1000 F (97 > 04)
K2510 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN  
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HONDA CRF1000L AFRICA TWIN (16 > 17)
KR1144

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

KLR1144 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases
you must move the indicators from their original position  

KL1144CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

KD1144S Specific screen, smoked 47,5 x 35 cm (H x W)
2 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KD1144ST Specific screen, transparent 60 x 35 cm (H x W)
14,5 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KD1144BO Specific low and sports screen matt black 40 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KAF1144 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent,  AIRSTREAM. Maximum height 63,5 cm (12 cm of extension) width 35 
cm 18 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KN1144 Specific engine guard, black
Not compatible with CRF1000L Africa Twin DCT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KNH1144
Specific engine guard, black
it must be mounted with KN1144, KN1144OX, KN1162, KN1162OX, KN1151 or KN1151OX / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we 
recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators

 

KN1144OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel
Not compatible with CRF1000L Africa Twin DCT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KNH1144OX
Specific engine guard, stainless steel
it must be mounted with KN1144, KN1144OX, KN1162, KN1162OX, KN1151 or KN1151OX / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we 
recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators

 

KN1151OX à Specific engine guard, stainless steel
Only for CRF1000L Africa Twin DCT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KN1162 Specific engine guard, black
Only for CRF1000L Africa Twin DCT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KN1162OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel
Only for CRF1000L Africa Twin DCT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

RP1144K à Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium
thickness of 5 mm  

RP1144KITKà Specific kit to install RP1162K on the version produced without an original oil carter protector
to be combined with RP1162K  

RP1162K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium
thickness of 5 mm  

KS281 Pair of stainless steel universal manifold protectors. Suitable for motorcycles with manifold diameters 
between 42 mm and 52 mm.  

KHP1144
Specific hands protector in ABS
only compatible with the version produced with original hands protector / to be mounted instead of the original hands 
protector

 

ES1144K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

03SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

01VKITK
Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side / also compatible with versions Africa Twin ABS (16 > 
17), Africa Twin ABS Travel Edition (16 > 17), Africa Twin DCT ABS (16 > 17), Africa Twin DCT ABS Travel Edition (16 > 17)

 

HONDA CRF1000L AFRICA TWIN (18 > 19)
KR1162

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

KLR1161 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KR1162 using the 1161KITK  

KL1161CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

1161KITK Specific kit to install the KLR1161 without the specific rear rack KR1161  

KTL1161KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLR1161
to be combined with KS250 and KLR1161 / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  

KD1144S Specific screen, smoked 47,5 x 35 cm (H x W)
2 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KD1144ST Specific screen, transparent 60 x 35 cm (H x W)
14,5 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KD1144BO Specific low and sports screen matt black 40 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  
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KAF1144
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent,  AIRSTREAM. Maximum height 63,5 cm (12 cm of extension) width 35 
cm
18 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of the original screen

 

KN1144 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KNH1144
Specific engine guard, black
it must be mounted with KN1144, KN1144OX, KN1162, KN1162OX / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a 
qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators

 

KN1144OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KNH1144OX
Specific engine guard, stainless steel
it must be mounted with KN1144, KN1144OX, KN1162, KN1162OX / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a 
qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators

 

KN1162 Specific engine guard, black
only for CRF1000L Africa Twin DCT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KN1162OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel
only for CRF1000L Africa Twin DCT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

RP1162K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium
thickness of 5 mm  

KS281 Pair of stainless steel universal manifold protectors. Suitable for motorcycles with manifold diameters 
between 42 mm and 52 mm.  

KHP1144
Specific hands protector in ABS
only compatible with the version produced with original hands protector / to be mounted instead of the original hands 
protector

 

ES1161K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

03SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

01VKITK
Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side / also compatible with versions Africa Twin DCT (18 > 
19), Africa Twin Travel Edition (17 > 18)

 

HONDA CRF1000L AFRICA TWIN ADVENTURE SPORTS (18 > 19)
KR1161

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

KLR1161 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KR1161 using the 1161KITK  

KL1161CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

1161KITK Specific kit to install the KLR1161 without the specific rear rack KR1161  

KTL1161KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLR1161
to be combined with KS250 and KLR1161 / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  

KD1144S Specific screen, smoked 47,5 x 35 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KD1144ST Specific screen, transparent 60 x 35 cm (H x W)
7 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KD1144BO Specific low and sports screen matt black 40 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KAF1144
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent,  AIRSTREAM. Maximum height 63,5 cm (12 cm of extension) width 35 
cm
18 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of the original screen

 

KN1161OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel
not compatible with DCT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KN1167OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel
only compatible with the version DCT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KS281 Pair of stainless steel universal manifold protectors. Suitable for motorcycles with manifold diameters 
between 42 mm and 52 mm.  

LS1161OXK Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights, using the threads of the original crash bars located on the sides of the 
fairing.  

KHP1144
Specific hands protector in ABS
only compatible with the version produced with original hands protector / to be mounted instead of the original hands 
protector

 

ES1161K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

03SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

01VKITK
Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side / also compatible with versions Africa Twin Adventure 
Sport DCT (18 > 19), Africa Twin Adventure Sport DCT Travel Edition (19)
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HONDA XL 1000 V VARADERO (99 > 02) 
K212 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KL164 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KD203S Specific screen, smoked 62,4 x 55 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KN25 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / black colour  

HONDA XL 1000 V VARADERO / ABS (03 > 06) 
K212 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KL170 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KD300ST Specific screen, transparent 60 x 48 cm (H x W)
9 cm higher than the original  

KD300S Specific screen, smoked 60 x 48 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 9 cm higher than the original  

KN28 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / colour black.  

HONDA XL 1000 V VARADERO / ABS (07 > 12)
KL177 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KLX177 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases  

KD300S Specific screen, smoked 60 x 48 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 9 cm higher than the original  

KD300ST Specific screen, transparent 60 x 48 cm (H x W)
9 cm higher than the original  

KN454 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

HONDA CRF1100L AFRICA TWIN (20 > 21)

KZ1179
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M plate / if combined 
with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / it cannot be 
mounted on the original rack

 

KR1178
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
It can only be mounted on the original rack / to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the 
MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the 
remote control device on the case

 

KLO1178MK Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
It can only be mounted on the original rack / 18 mm diameter  

KLO1178CAM Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
It can only be mounted on the original rack / 18 mm diameter  

KLO1179MK
Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 01RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / it can be mounted 
without the specific rear rack 1179KZ using the 1179KITK / it cannot be mounted on the original rack

 

KLO1179CAM
Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 01RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / it can be mounted 
without the specific rear rack 1179KZ using the 1179KITK / it cannot be mounted on the original rack

 

KLO1179N à

Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT non-configured
18 mm diameter / to be combined with KOFMK kit for MONOKEY® cases or KOFCAM kit for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE cases / to be combined 
with 01RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder /  it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1179KZ using the 
1179KITK / it cannot be mounted on the original rack

 

01RKITK RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
to be combined with KLO1179N, KLO1179MK, KLO1179CAM  

1179KITK Specific kit to install the KLO1179MK - KLO1179CAM - KLO1179N without the specific rear rack 1179KZ  

KTL1179KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLO1179MK, KLO1179CAM
to be combined with KS250 and KLO1179MK, KLO1179CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  

KD1179S Specific screen, smoked 49 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 16,5 cm higher than the original  

KD1179ST Specific screen, transparent 57,5 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 25 cm higher than the original  
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KD1179BO à Specific low and sports screen matt black 31 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KN1178
Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / compatible with DCT and manual transmission 
motorcycles

 

KNH1179
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators / it 
must be mounted with KN1178 / compatible with DCT and manual transmission motorcycles

 

RP1179K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium  

RM1178KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM02  

EH1178K Extension in black ABS for original hands protector  

ES1178K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KFB1179
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

01VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side  

HONDA CRF1100L AFRICA TWIN ADVENTURE SPORTS (20 > 21)
KR1178

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

KLO1178MK Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter  

KLO1178CAM Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter  

KTL1178KIT
Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLO1178MK, KLO1178CAM, KLO1178N
to be combined with KS250 and KLO1178MK, KLO1178CAM, KLO1178N / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the 
motorcycle

 

KD1178ST Specific screen, transparent, 58 x 41,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen /  5 cm higher than the original  

KD1178B Specific low and sports screen smoked 37 x 36 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KN1178
Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / compatible with DCT and manual transmission 
motorcycles

 

KNH1178
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators / it 
must be mounted with KN1178 / compatible with DCT and manual transmission motorcycles

 

RM1178KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM02  

EH1178K Extension in black ABS for original hands protector  

ES1178K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KFB1178
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

01VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side  

HONDA CB 1100 (13 > 14)
KR1118

Specific rear chromed rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-
cases

 

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

HONDA CBR 1100 XX (97 > 09) 
K2480 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN  

HONDA ST 1100 PAN EUROPEAN   
K109 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  
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HONDA CMX 1100 REBEL (21)
KR1194

Specific rear rack, glossy black, for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-
case

 

KTS1194B Backrest with detachable small luggage carrier, black  

KN1194 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

HONDA CROSSTOURER 1200 / CROSSTOURER 1200 DCT (12 > 19)
KR1110 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6 kg / MONOKEY® plate included  

KRA1110
Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / to be 
mounted on the original case carrier

 

KLR1110 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases  

KLXR1110 Specific rapid release side-case holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases  

KLR1110CAM Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

BF03K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system
compatible from 12  to 13  

BF20K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system
from 2014 onwards  

KD1110ST Specific screen, transparent 51 x 42 cm (H x W)
compatible from 12  to 15 / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 19 cm higher than the original wind-screen  

EH1110K Plexiglass extension for original hands protector, smoked 
compatible from 12  to 16  

KN1110 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

ES1110K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

03SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

HONDA VFR 1200 F (10 > 16)

KZ267
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / in 
order to fit it you must remove the handle bar of the scooter / it is compatible with the original side-case holder

 

BF03K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

HONDA CB 1300 / CB 1300 S  (03 > 09)
KZ259

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the 
case

 

HONDA CB 1300 S (10 > 15)
KZ268

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the 
case

 

BF03K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

HONDA CTX 1300 (14 > 16)
01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

HONDA PAN EUROPEAN  ST 1300 (02 > 14)
K215 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

It has to be fitted on the original luggage carrier  
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HONDA GL 1800 GOLD WING (18 > 21)
KRA1172 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

KD1172ST Specific screen, transparent 59 x 55 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 20 cm higher than the original  

01VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side  

HUSQVARNA
HUSQVARNA SVARTPILEN 125-401 (21) 

BF57K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

HUSQVARNA SVARTPILEN 701 (20)
BF53K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KAWASAKI
KAWASAKI Z125 (19 > 21)

BF29K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system
compatible from 21  

BF42K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system
compatible from 19 to 20  

4125SK à Specific screen, smoked 27,5 x 33,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A4125AK fitting kit  

4125GRK à
Specific screen, "LIME" 27,5 x 33,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A4125AK fitting kit / when illuminated by vehicle headlights in low light conditions, the edge 
glows green in colour

 

A4125AK Specific fitting kit for 4125SK, 4125GRK  

KAWASAKI NINJA 300 (13 > 18)
KZ4108

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

BF14K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KAWASAKI J125 / J300 (14 > 21)
KR4111 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KR4111MM Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate with place for the "u" type padlock included  

4111DTK Specific screen, transparent 79.5 x 65 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D4111KITK fitting kit  

D4111KITK Specific fitting kit for 4111DTK  

KAWASAKI Z 300 (15 > 16)
05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

KAWASAKI VERSYS-X 300 (17 > 21)
K636 Universal MONOKEY® plate with fitting kit to fit a case on a scooter already with a rack  

KL4121 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  
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KTL4121KIT
Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KL4121
to be combined with KS250 and KL4121 / it can can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the 
motorcycle

 

BF29K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD4121ST Specific screen, transparent 48 x 40 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 14 cm higher than the original  

KD4121GR à
Specific "LIME" screen, 41 x 40 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / when illuminated by vehicle headlights in low light conditions, the edge glows 
green in colour / 7 cm higher than the original

 

KN4121 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KHP4121 Specific hands protector in ABS  

ES4121K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

02SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

KAWASAKI NINJA 400 (18 > 21)
KZ4129 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates  

TE4127K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ4127 or KZ4129 using the 4127KITK  

4127KITK Specific kit to install the TE4127K without the specific rear rack KZ4127 or KZ4129  

BF29K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

01VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side  

KAWASAKI Z 400 (19 > 21)
KZ4129 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates  

TE4127K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ4129 using the 4127KITK  

4127KITK Specific kit to install the TE4127K without the specific rear rack KZ4129  

BF29K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KAWASAKI ER 5 500 (01 > 07)
K4400 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN  

KAWASAKI KLE 500 (91 > 93)
05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

KAWASAKI KLE 500 (94 > 04)
05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar

compatible from 1994 to 2000  

KAWASAKI ER 6N / ER 6F 650 (05 > 08) 
KZ445 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

maximum load allowed 6 kg / to be combined with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plates  

TK262 Specific holder for soft side bags  

BF04K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  
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KAWASAKI ER-6N / ER-6F 650 (09 > 11)

KZ449
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / you 
need to remove the handle bar of the scooter to install it

 

TE266K Telaietti specifici per borse laterali soffici o per borse laterali semirigide RA314  

BF04K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

03SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

KAWASAKI ER-6N / ER-6F 650 (12 > 16)

KZ4104
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
black colour

 

BF04K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

03SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar
only for version ER-6F  

KAWASAKI ZZR 600 (93 > 01)
K4230 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN  

KAWASAKI ZX-6R (09 > 12)
BF04K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KAWASAKI KLR 650 ENDURO (07 > 21)
KL448 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

408DK à Specific screen, smoked 54 x 35 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D408KITK fitting kit/ 23 cm higher than original  

D408KITK Specific fitting kit for 408DK  

KN421 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KAWASAKI VERSYS 650 (06 > 09)

KZ447
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
black colour / fitting kit included

 

KL447
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ447 using the KLX447KIT / the indicators must be moved from original 
position

 

KD405ST Specific screen, transparent 46 x 44,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KMG4103 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour  

03SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

KAWASAKI VERSYS 650 (10 > 14)
KZ451

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

450KITK Specific kit to install the KLR450 and the KLXR450 without the specific rear rack KZ451  

TE4103K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)  
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BF04K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD410ST Specific screen, transparent 48 x 37 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 21 cm higher than the original  

KN422 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KMG4103 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour  

KHP4103 Specific hands protector in ABS  

ES4103K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

03SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

KAWASAKI VERSYS 650 (15 > 21)
KR4114

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

KL4114
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack SR4114 using the 4114KITK / To ensure the best visibility of the rear indicators 
mounted with the cases, you need to relocate them by using kit IN4114KIT

 

KLX4114
Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ4114 using the 4114KITK / you must move the indicators from their original 
position

 

4114KITK Specific kit to install the KL4114 / KLX4114 / TE4114K without the specific rear rack KR4114  

KD4114ST Specific screen, transparent, 53 x 44 cm (H x W)
compatible from '12 to '13 / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KD4105ST Specific screen, transparent 49 x 48 cm (H x W)
compatible from '12 to '13 / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 16 cm higher that the original  

KD4122ST Specific screen, transparent, 53 x 44 cm (H x W) 
compatible from 17 / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KAF4105 Specific Airstream sliding wind-screen transparent. Maximum height 52 cm (12 cm of extension), width 48 cm
compatible from '12 to '13 / complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KN4114 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KPR4114 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

KMG4103 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour  

RM4114KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM01, KRM02  

LS4114K Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present  

KHP4103 Specific hands protector in ABS  

ES4103K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KFB4114
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-Smartphone 
holder
Compatible with the original windshield and the windshield KD4114ST / For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, 
KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

KAWASAKI VULCAN S 650 (15 > 21)
KL4115 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KTS4115B Backrest with detachable small luggage carrier, black  

KAWASAKI Z 650 (17 > 19)
KZ4117

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

KLX4117 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases  
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TE4117K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)  

BF28K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KA4117GR à
Specific "LIME" screen 28 x 33 cm (H x W)
complete with specific fitting kit / when illuminated by vehicle headlights in low light conditions, the edge glows green in 
colour

 

03VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side  

KAWASAKI Z 650 (20 > 21)
KZ4117

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

KLX4117 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases  

TE4117K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)  

TR4128K Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags  

4128SK Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A4128AK fitting kit  

A4128AK Specific fitting kit for 4128SK  

BF28K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KAWASAKI ZR 7 / ZR 7 S 750 (99 > 04)
K4360 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN  

KAWASAKI Z 750 (03 > 06)
BF52K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

KAWASAKI Z 750 (07 > 14)

KZ448
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 kg / in order to install it you must reposition the indicators from their original position

 

BF04K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar
also for version  Z750R (11 > 14)  

KAWASAKI Z 750 S (05 > 07) 

KZ444 à

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

KAWASAKI W 800 (11 > 17)
KL4101 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases

not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium KVE37 K-venture  

02SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

KAWASAKI Z800 (13 > 17)
BF04K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

02SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  
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KAWASAKI VN 900 CUSTOM / CLASSIC - VULCAN 900 CUSTOM / CLASSIC (06 > 21)
23A Specific screen, transparent 38,8 x 41 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific AS100A2K fitting kit / low, transparent version / only for Custom version  

A35NK specific screen, transparent 54,9 x 46,8 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AS100A2K fitting kit / high and shaded bottom version / only for Custom version  

KAWASAKI Z 900 (17 > 19)

KZ4118
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

TST4118K Specific holder for soft side bags
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ4118 using the 4118KITK  

4118KITK Specific kit to install the TST4118K without the specific rear rack KZ4118  

BF29K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KA4118GR à
Specific "LIME" screen 37 x 32 cm (H x W)
complete with specific fitting kit / when illuminated by vehicle headlights in low light conditions, the edge glows green in 
colour

 

KPR4118 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

KHP4103 Specific hands protector in ABS  

KAWASAKI Z 900 (20 > 21)

KZ4118
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

TST4118K Specific holder for soft side bags
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ4118 using the 4118KITK  

4118KITK Specific kit to install the TST4118K without the specific rear rack KZ4118  

TR4118K Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags  

BF29K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

1176AK Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A4128AK fitting kit  

A4128AK Specific fitting kit for 1176AK  

KPR4118 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

KHP4103 Specific hands protector in ABS  

KAWASAKI Z 900 RS (18 > 21)
KR4124

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-
cases

 

KL4124 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
you can only mount cases MONOKEY® K22 / it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack KR4124  

BF04K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KA201 Universal screen, smoked 29,5 x 32,5 cm
to be combined with the specific A4124AK fitting kit  

A4124AK Specific fitting kit for KA201  

KA801 à Specific smoked screen with ABS fairing
to be combined with the specific AC4124AK fitting kit  

AC4124AK à Specific fitting kit KA801  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar
also for version Z 900 RS CAFE  
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KAWASAKI KLV 1000 (04 > 09)
K528 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

K528M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KL528 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KLX528 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases  

KD260ST Specific screen, transparent 57 x 48 cm (H x W)
18 cm higher than original / only with spoiler / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KAF260
Specific Airstream sliding wind-screen, transparent
Maximum height 65 cm (12 cm of extension) width 44 cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen

 

KN46 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KAWASAKI VERSYS 1000 (12 > 14)
KR4105 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KR4105M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

BF04K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD4105ST Specific screen, transparent 49 x 48 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 16 cm higher that the original  

KAF4105 Specific Airstream sliding wind-screen transparent. Maximum height 52 cm (12 cm of extension), width 48 cm
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

02SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

KAWASAKI VERSYS 1000 (15 > 16)
KR4105 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KR4105M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KLR4113 à Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases  

BF04K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD4113ST à Specific screen, transparent, 53 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KD4105ST Specific screen, transparent 49 x 48 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 16 cm higher that the original  

KAF4105 Specific Airstream sliding wind-screen transparent. Maximum height 52 cm (12 cm of extension), width 48 cm
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KN4113 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / black colour  

KHP4103 Specific hands protector in ABS  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

KAWASAKI VERSYS 1000 (17 > 18)
KR4105 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KR4105M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KTL1146KIT
Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLR4120
to be combined with KS250 and KLR4120 / it can can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the 
motorcycle

 

BF04K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD4120ST Specific screen, transparent 53 x 48 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 20 cm higher than the original  
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KN4113 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / black colour  

KPR4120 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

KHP4103 Specific hands protector in ABS  

ES4126K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KFB4120
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

KAWASAKI VERSYS 1000 / VERSYS 1000 SE (19 > 21)
KR4105 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KR4105M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KLR4126 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium KVE37 K-venture  

BF29K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KTL8705KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLR4126
to be combined with KS250 and KLR4126 / needs to mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  

KD4126ST Specific screen, transparent 52 x 48,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 18,5 cm higher than the original / not compatible with Kawasaki Versys 1000 SE  

KN4126 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KPR4120 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

ES4126K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KAWASAKI Z 1000 (07 > 09)

KZ448
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 kg / in order to install it you must reposition the indicators from their original position

 

KAWASAKI Z 1000 (10 > 13)
BF04K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KAWASAKI Z 1000 (14 > 20)
BF32K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KAWASAKI Z 1000 SX (11 > 16)
KZ4100

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / it is 
not compatible with the original sidecase holder

 

KLXR4100 Specific rapid release side-case holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ4100 using the 4100KITK  

BF04K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system
only for years from 2011 to 2013  

KAWASAKI Z 1000 SX (17 > 19)
KZ4100

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / it is 
not compatible with the original sidecase holder

 

KLXR4100 Specific rapid release side-case holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ4100 using the 4100KITK  

BF04K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  
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KAWASAKI NINJA 1000 SX (20 > 21)

KZ4130
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M plate / if combined 
with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load 
allowed 6 kg / compatible with the original side-cases

 

KLX4130
Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
to be combined with 03RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / it can be mounted without the 
specific rear rack KZ4130 using the 4130KITK

 

03RKITK RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
to be combined with KLX4130  

4130KITK Specific kit to install the KLX4130 without the specific rear rack KZ4130  

BF29K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KAWASAKI NINJA H2 SX (18 > 21)
KZ4123

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / maximum load allowed 
6 kg / compatible with the original side-cases

 

KLXR4123 à Specific rapid release side-case holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ4123 using the 4123KITK  

4123KITK Specific kit to install the KLXR4123 without the specific rear rack KZ4123  

BF35K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD4123S à Specific screen, smoked 44 x 44 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KAWASAKI ZRX 1100 / ZRX 1100 S (97 > 01)
K4330 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN / maximum load allowed 6 kg  

KD174S à Specific screen, smoked 36,2 x 32,1 cm (H x W)
Made only for faired version / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KAWASAKI ZRX 1200 (02)
K4330 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN / maximum load allowed 6 kg  

KAWASAKI ZRX 1200 R (02)
K4330 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN / maximum load allowed 6 kg  

KD174S à Specific screen, smoked 36,2 x 32,1 cm (H x W)
Made only for faired version / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KAWASAKI ZRX 1200 S (01 > 02) 
K4330 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN / maximum load allowed 6 kg  

KAWASAKI ZZR 1200 (02 > 05)
KZ441

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case /  you 
must remove the original grab handles, these are reproduced by the rack itself 

 

KAWASAKI ZX 10 R (10 > 12)
BF04K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KAWASAKI GTR 1400 (07 > 15)
KR410 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KAWASAKI ZZR 1400 / ZX 14 (06 > 11)  
KLX446 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases  
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KAWASAKI ZZR 1400 (12 > 21)
KZ4106

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the 
case

 

TE4106K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)  

KD4106S à Specific screen, smoked colour (H x W) 42 cm x 36 cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KEEWAY
KEEWAY GOCCIA 50 (09 > 11)

107AK Specific screen, transparent 50,8 x 66 cm (H x W) 
only available if article A851A is already fitted  

KEEWAY RY6 50 (10 > 11)
288AK Specific screen, transparent 59 x 70 cm (H x W)

only available if article A853A is already fitted  

KEEWAY RY8 50 EVO SPORT (10 > 11)
288AK Specific screen, transparent 59 x 70 cm (H x W)

only available if article A852AK is already fitted  

KEEWAY RKF 125 (18 > 21)
KZ9103 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

BF34K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

1173SK Specific screen, smoked 22 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A9103AK fitting kit  

A9103AK Specific fitting kit for 1173SK  

KEEWAY SUPERLIGHT 125 (20 > 21)
KR9104 Specific rear rack, glossy black, for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KN9104 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KTS9104B Backrest with detachable small luggage carrier, black  

KEEWAY K-LIGHT 125 (20 > 21)
KR9105 Specific rear rack, glossy black, for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

100ALBK Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL9105AK fitting kit  

140AK Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL9105AK fitting kit  

140SK Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL9105AK fitting kit  

AL9105AK Specific fitting kit for 100ALBK, 140AK, 140SK  

KTS9105B Backrest with detachable small luggage carrier, black  

KEEWAY LOGIK 125-150 (13 > 15)
308AK Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy 52 x 66,5 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A9100AK fitting kit  

A9100AK Specific fitting kit for 308AK  
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KTM
KTM DUKE 125-200-390 (11 > 16)

KR7701 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

BF12K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

03SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

KTM DUKE 125-390 (17 > 21)
KZ7707 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

TE7707K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)  

BF33K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

KTM 390 ADVENTURE (20 > 21)
KR7711

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the KM5, KM7, K636 (sold separately) MONOKEY® plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M, or with 
the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

 

KL7711 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KTL7711KIT
Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KL7711
to be combined with KS250 and KL7711 / it can can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the 
motorcycle

 

BF51K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

7710DK Specific screen, smoked 35 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D7711KITK fitting kit  

7710DTK Specific screen, transparent 44 x 48 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D7711KITK fitting kit  

D7711KITK Specific fitting kit for 7710DTK, 7710DK  

KAF7711
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent,  AIRSTREAM. Maximum height 52 cm (12 cm of extension) width 48 
cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen

 

KN7711 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

RP7711K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium  

RM7711KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM02  

LS7711K Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present  

ES7711K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KTM DUKE 690 (12 > 19)
245AK Universal screen, smoked 33,5 x 29 cm (H x W)

only available if article A7702AK is already fitted  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

KTM DUKE 790 (18 > 20)
KR7708

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate / if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it 
does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

BF37K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KN7708 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  
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KTM 790 ADVENTURE (19 > 20)
KR7710

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / 
if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on 
the case

 

KLOR7710MK Specific rapid release pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / not compatible with the side-cases KMS36 K-Mission  

KLOR7710CAM Specific rapid release pannier holder KL ONE-FIT, for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter  

KTL6415KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLOR7710MK, KLOR7710CAM
to be combined with KS250 and KLOR7710MK, KLOR7710CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  

BF51K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

7710DTK Specific screen, transparent 44 x 48 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D7710KITK or D7711KITK fitting kit  

7710DK Specific screen, smoked 35 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D7710KITK or D7711KITK fitting kit  

D7711KITK Specific fitting kit for 7710DTK, 7710DK  

KAF7711
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent,  AIRSTREAM. Maximum height 52 cm (12 cm of extension) width 48 
cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen

 

KN7710 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

RM7710KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM02  

LS7710K Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard KN7710 is not present
it cannot be mounted with engine guard KN7710  

ES7712K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KFB7710
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

02VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side  

KTM 790 ADVENTURE R (19 > 20)
KR7710

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if combined 
with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

KLOR7710MK Specific rapid release pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / not compatible with the side-cases KMS36 K-Mission  

KLOR7710CAM Specific rapid release pannier holder KL ONE-FIT, for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter  

KTL6415KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLOR7710MK, KLOR7710CAM
to be combined with KS250 and KLOR7710MK, KLOR7710CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  

BF51K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

7710DTK Specific screen, transparent 44 x 48 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D7710KITK or D7711KITK fitting kit  

7710DK Specific screen, smoked 35 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D7710KITK or D7711KITK fitting kit  

D7711KITK Specific fitting kit for 7710DTK, 7710DK  

KAF7711
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent,  AIRSTREAM. Maximum height 52 cm (12 cm of extension) width 48 
cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen

 

KN7710 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

RM7710KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM02  

LS7710K Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard KN7710 is not present
it cannot be mounted with engine guard KN7710  

ES7712K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KFB7710
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

02VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side  
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KTM 890 ADVENTURE (21) 
KR7710

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device 
on the case

 

KLOR7710MK Specific rapid release pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / not compatible with the side-cases KMS36 K-Mission  

KLOR7710CAM Specific rapid release pannier holder KL ONE-FIT, for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter  

KTL6415KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLOR7710MK, KLOR7710CAM
to be combined with KS250 and KLOR7710MK, KLOR7710CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  

BF51K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

7710DTK Specific screen, transparent 44 x 48 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D7710KITK or D7711KITK fitting kit  

7710DK Specific screen, smoked 35 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D7710KITK or D7711KITK fitting kit  

D7711KITK Specific fitting kit for 7710DTK, 7710DK  

KAF7711
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent,  AIRSTREAM. Maximum height 52 cm (12 cm of extension) width 48 
cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen

 

KN7710 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

RM7710KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM02  

LS7710K Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard KN7710 is not present
it cannot be mounted with engine guard KN7710  

ES7712K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KFB7710
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

KTM ADVENTURE 950 / 990 (03 > 14)
KR7700 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6 kg / MONOKEY® plate included  

KL650 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

KTM SUPERDUKE 990 (08)
BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

KTM 990 SMT (09 > 16)
01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

KTM 1050 ADVENTURE (15 > 16) / 1090 ADVENTURE (17 > 19)
KR7705 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate  

KRA7703 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

KLR7706 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases  

KL7705CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system
only with tank bag with TANKLOCK system RA311R  

KD7703ST Specific screen, transparent 37 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 17 cm higher than original  

KN7703 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / black colour  
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RP7703K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium  

ES7704K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

KTM 1190 ADVENTURE / 1190 ADVENTURE R (13 > 16)
KR7705 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate  

KRA7703 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

KLR7706 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases  

KL7705CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system
only with tank bag with TANKLOCK system RA311R  

KD7703ST Specific screen, transparent 37 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 17 cm higher than original  

KN7703 Specific engine guard
only for 1190 Adventure / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / black colour  

RP7703K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium  

ES7704K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
compatible from 2014  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

KTM 1290 SUPER DUKE (13 > 19)
BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KTM 1290 SUPER DUKE R (17 > 20)
BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar
only for year '18  

KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE (15 > 16) / 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE T (17)
KR7705 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate  

KRA7703 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

KLR7706 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases  

KL7705CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system
only with tank bag with TANKLOCK system RA311R  

ES7704K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE R (17 > 20)
KRA7703 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

KR7705 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate  

KLR7706 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases  
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KL7705CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system
only with tank bag with TANKLOCK system RA311R  

KD7706ST Specific screen, transparent 44 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KD7706S Specific screen, smoked 38 x 40 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

RP7703K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium  

ES7704K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KFB7706
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE R (21) 
KRA7713 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case, black

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

KLO7713MK Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 09RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder  

KLO7713CAM Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 09RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder  

09RKITK RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame  

KTL6415KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLO7713MK e KLO7713CAM
to be combined with KS250 and KLO7713MK e KLO7713CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  

BF59K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

RM7713KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM02  

ES7713K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KFB7706
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE S (17 > 20)
KRA7703 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

KR7705 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate  

KLR7706 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases  

KL7705CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system
only with tank bag with TANKLOCK system RA311R  

KD7706ST Specific screen, transparent 44 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KD7706S Specific screen, smoked 38 x 40 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

RP7703K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium  

ES7704K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KFB7706
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  
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KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE S (21) 
KRA7713 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case, black

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

KLO7713MK Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 09RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder  

KLO7713CAM Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 09RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder  

09RKITK RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame  

BF59K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KN7713 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KTL6415KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLO7713MK e KLO7713CAM
to be combined with KS250 and KLO7713MK e KLO7713CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  

ES7714K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KFB7706
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

KYMCO
KYMCO AGILITY 50-125-150-200 R16 (08 > 13)

KE1370 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

440AK Specific screen, transparent 66 x 64 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A440AK fitting kit  

441AK Specific screen, transparent 72 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A440AK fitting kit / 6 cm higher than 440AK  

A440AK Specific fitting kit for 440AK and 441AK  

105AK
Specific screen, transparent 66 x 67 cm (H x W)
only available if article A439A is already fittedto be mounted instead of the original screen / to be combined with the specific 
A439A fitting kit

 

128AK Specific screen, transparent 74 x 67 cm (H x W)
/ only available if article A439A is already fittedto be combined with the specific A439A fitting kit/ 8 cm higher than 105AK  

KYMCO AGILITY 50-125-150-200 R16+ (14 > 21)
KR6106 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

440AK Specific screen, transparent 66 x 64 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A6106AK fitting kit  

441AK Specific screen, transparent 72 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A6106AK fitting kit / 6 cm higher than 440AK  

A6106AK Specific fitting kit for 440AK and 441AK  

KYMCO DINK 50-125-200 I (06 > 16)
292DTK Specific screen, transparent 67 x 58 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific D292KITK fitting kit / 37 cm higher than the original  

D292KITK Specific fitting kit for 292DTK  

KYMCO LIKE 50-125-150 (17 > 21)
KR6109 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

6109AK Specific screen, transparent 49,5 x 65,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A6109AK fitting kit  

A6109AK Specific fitting kit for 6109AK  
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KYMCO LIKE 50-125-200I (09 > 16)
6102AK Specific screen, transparent 52 x 66,6 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A6102AK fitting kit  

A6102AK Specific fitting kit for 6102AK  

KYMCO PEOPLE S 50-125-200 (05 > 15)
137AK Specific screen, transparent 64 x 71 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A137AK fitting kit  

A137AK Specific fitting kit for 137AK  
You can fit a MONOLOCK® top-case using the universal plate included

KYMCO PEOPLE S 125-150 (20 > 21)) 
KD6113ST Specific screen, transparent 53,5 x 49,5 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 3,5 cm higher than the original  

KYMCO DOWNTOWN 125I-200I-300I (09 > 17)
KR92 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 kg  

KR920 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KD294ST Specific screen, transparent 81.5 x 64 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 15,5 cm higher than the original  

KTB82 Specific backrest
It cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

KYMCO PEOPLE ONE 125-150 (13 > 21)
KD6116ST Specific screen, transparent, to be fixed with original fitting kit, 46 x 68 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen  
You can fit a MONOLOCK® top-case using the universal plate included

KYMCO G-DINK 125-300 (12 > 17)
KD6101ST Specific screen, transparent 75,5 x 57 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 24,5 cm higher that the original  

KYMCO K-XCT 125I-300I (13 > 17)
KR6103 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6 kg / MONOKEY® plate included  

KR6103M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included  

KD6103ST Specific screen, transparent 83 x 57 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KYMCO PEOPLE GTI 125-200-300 (10 > 20)
443AK Specific screeen, transparent 53 x 72 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A443AK fitting kit  

A443AK Specific fitting kit for 443AK  

KYMCO XTOWN 125-300 (16 > 21)
KR6108

Specific rear black rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate, or with the plate already 
included in the MONOLOCK® top-cases

 

KD294ST Specific screen, transparent 81.5 x 64 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 15,5 cm higher than the original  

KTB6108A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  
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KYMCO X-TOWN 125-300 CITY (20 > 21)
KR6115 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

6115DTK Specific screen, transparent 97 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D6115KITK fitting kit / 29 cm higher than the original  

D6115KITK Specific fitting kit for 6115DTK  

KYMCO XCITING 250-300-500 (05 > 09)
KR89M à

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KD293ST Specific screen, transparent 87 x 64 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / with hand protectors  

KYMCO XCITING 300I-500I R (09 > 14)
KR910 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KD295ST Specific screen, transparent 85.5 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 25 cm higher than original  

KYMCO G-DINK 300 (18 > 21)
KR6111 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

6111DTK à Specific screen, transparent 86 x 71 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D6111KITK fitting kit  

D6111KITK à Specific fitting kit for 6111DTK  

02VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side  

KYMCO PEOPLE S 300 (19 > 21)
KR6113 à

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

7057AK Specific screen, transparent 49 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A6113AK fitting kit  

A6113AK Specific fitting kit for 7057AK  

KYMCO AGILITY 300 R16 (19 > 21)
KR6114 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

6114DTK
Specific screen, transparent, to be fixed with original fitting kit
 58 x 57 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D6114KITK fitting kit / 15,5 cm higher than the original

 

D6114KITK Specific fitting kit for 6114DTK  

KYMCO DOWNTOWN ABS 125I / 350I (15 > 21)
KR6107

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM6M plate, or with the plate already included 
in the MONOLOCK® top-case

 

KD6107ST Specific screen, transparent 92,5 x 63,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 31,5 cm higher than the original  

KTB6107A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

KYMCO DTX 360 (21) 
KR6117

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the KM5 MONOKEY® plate, or with the KM5M or KM6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the plate already 
included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

 

KD6117ST Specific screen, transparent 73 x 53 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 37,5 cm higher than the original  

KD6117S Specific screen, smoked
to be mounted instead of the original screen  
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KYMCO XCITING 400I (13 > 17)
KR6104M à

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included  

KD6104ST Specific wind-screen, colour transparent. 85 x 63 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 28 cm higher than the original  

KYMCO XCITING S400I (18 > 21)
KR6112

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate or with the plate already 
included in the MONOLOCK® top-cases / maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

KD6104ST
Specific screen, transparent, 85 x 63 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D6112KITK fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 28 cm higher than the 
original

 

D6112KITK Specific fitting kit for KD6104ST  

KTB6112A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

KYMCO AK 550 (17 > 21)
KR6110

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the 
case

 

KD6110ST Specific screen, transparent 70 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KD6110S Specific low sports screen smoked 42 x 48,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

LML
LML STAR 125-150 (09 > 18)

642AK Specific screen, transparent 54 x 62 cm (H x W)
only available if article A642AK is already fitted  

MASH
MASH SEVENTY FIVE 125 (14 > 21)

KL9200 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
you can only mount cases MONOKEY® K22  

02SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

MBK
MBK BOOSTER 50 (05 > 17)

KR3560
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
it is necessary to remove the original grab handle / to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-
case

 

MBK OVETTO 50 (08 >14)
KR366 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

105AK Specific screen, transparent 66 x 67 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A285AK fitting kit / With hand protectors  

128AK Specific screen, transparent 74 x 67 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A285AK fitting kit/ 8 cm higher than 105AK  

A285AK Specific fitting kit for 105AK and 128AK  
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MBK OVETTO 50-100 (97 > 02)
KR86 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

MBK FLIPPER 114 (13 > 17)
KR2114 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

2114AK Specific screen, transparent, 40 x 72 cm (H x W)
only available if article A2114AK is already fitted  

MBK TRYPTIK 125 (14 > 17)
2120DTK Specific screen, transparent,74 x 63 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific D2120KITK fitting kit  

D2120KITK Specific fitting kit for 2120DTK  

KR2120 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case or KM6M  

MBK CITYLINER 125 (07 > 12)
KD439ST Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy 71 x  77 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 22 cm higher than the original  

MBK FLAME X 125 (07 > 12)
KR354 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

128AK Specific screen, transparent 74 x 67 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A283AK fitting kit / 8 cm higher than 102AK  

102AK Specific screen, transparent 66 x 68 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A283AK fitting kit  

A283AK Specific fitting kit for 102AK and 128AK  

MBK SKYCRUISER 125 (05 > 09)
KR355 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

you must puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections / MONOKEY® plate included  

KR3550
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
you must puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections / to be combined with the plate already included in the 
MONOLOCK® top-case

 

KD438ST Specific screen, transparent 63,5 x 69,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 25,5 cm higher than original  

KTB49 Specific backrest
It cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

MBK SKYCRUISER 125 (10 > 12)
KR370 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6 kg / MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle  

KR3700
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
it is neccesary to puncture the housing behind the saddle / to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® 
top-case

 

446DTK Specific screen, transparent 73,5 x 63 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D446KITK fitting kit / 30 cm higher than original  

D446KITK Specific fitting kit for 446DTK  

KD446B Specific low and sports screen gloss black 37 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KTB55 Specific backrest
It cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

MBK WAAP 125 (10 > 12)
288AK Specific screen, transparent 59 x 70 cm (H x W)

only available if article A289A is already fitted  
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MBK SKYLINER S 125 (14)
KR2121 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate  

2121DTK Specific screeen, transparent 70,5 x 50 cm  (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D2121KITK fitting kit  

D2121KITK Specific fitting kit for 2121DTK  

MBK SKYLINER 125-150 CAT. (01 > 13)
KR460 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

MBK OCEO 125-150 (12 > 14)
KD2102ST Specific screen, transparent 65 x 70 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 14 cm higher than the original wind-screen  

MBK EVOLYS 125-250 (14 > 17)
KR2117 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6 kg / MONOKEY® plate included  

KR2117M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

2111DTK Specific screen, transparent 73 x 59 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D2111KITK fitting kit  

D2111KITK Specific fitting kit for 2111DTK  

KTB2111 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

MBK SKYLINER 125-250 (14)
KR2117 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6 kg / MONOKEY® plate included  

KR2117M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

2111DTK Specific screen, transparent 73 x 59 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D2111KITK fitting kit  

D2111KITK Specific fitting kit for 2111DTK  

KTB2111 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

MBK SKYLINER 250 (00 > 07)
KR44 à

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included  

KR44M à
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included  

KD127ST Specific screen, transparent 80 x 70,7 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / without moulding steel / without air intake  

MBK KILIBRE 300 (03 > 07)
KD432ST Specific screen, transparent 72 x 75 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 22 cm higher than the original  

MBK NITRO (13 > 17)
KR2113 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

288AK Specific screen, transparent 59 x 70 cm (H x W)
only available if article A2113AK is already fitted  

MBK X-OVER (10)
288AK Specific screen, transparent 59 x 70 cm (H x W)

only available if article A288AK is already fitted  
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MOTO GUZZI
MOTO GUZZI BREVA 850-1100-1200 (05 > 12)

KR210 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
is compatible with the original side-case holder / MONOKEY® plate included  

KR210M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
is compatible with the original side-case holder / MONOLOCK® plate included  

MOTO GUZZI NORGE 850-1200 (06 > 16)
KR210 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

is compatible with the original side-case holder / MONOKEY® plate included  

KR210M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
is compatible with the original side-case holder / MONOLOCK® plate included  

MOTO GUZZI V85 TT (19 > 21)
KRA8203 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

KR8203
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

KLOR8203MK Specific rapid release pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter  

KLOR8203CAM Specific rapid release pannier holder KL ONE-FIT, for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter  

KTL8203KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLOR8203MK, KLOR8203CAM
to be combined with KS250 and KLOR8203MK, KLOR8203CAM / needs to be mounted on the right-hand side of the motorcycle  

BF46K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD8203ST Specific screen, transparent 68,5 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 34,5 cm higher than the original  

KAF8203 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 65 cm (12 cm of extension), width 50 cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KN8203 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

LS8203K Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights  

EH8203K Plexiglass extension for original hands protector, smoked  

ES8203K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
compatible only with 2019  

ES8205K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
compatible from '20  

KFB8203
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

MOTO GUZZI STELVIO 1200 (08 > 16)
01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

MOTO GUZZI V7 (12 > 16)
TE8201K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)  

MOTO GUZZI V7 STONE (21)
KR8206

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-
case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

8206KKIT Specific kit to install the KR8206 on V7 Special  

KLO8206MK Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter  

KLO8206CAM Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter  

TMT8206K Specific holder for one RB105 side bag  
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100ALBK Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8206AK fitting kit  

140AK Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8206AK fitting kit  

140SK Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL8206AK fitting kit  

AL8206AK Specific fitting kit for 100ALBK, 140AK, 140SK  

KN8202 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KTS8206B Backrest glossy black to be mounted with the KSR8206 rear rack
to be combined with the KR8206 rear rack  

MOTO GUZZI V7 III STONE / SPECIAL (17 > 20)
KR8201

Specific rear black rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-
cases / maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

KL8201 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
for version V7 Special it is necessary to remove the original grab handle / you can only mount cases MONOKEY® K22  

TMT8201K Specific holder for soft side bags
for version V7 Special it is necessary to remove the original grab handle / it is not compatible with RB105 side bags  

100ALBK Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8201AK fitting kit  

140AK Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8201AK fitting kit  

140SK Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL8201AK fitting kit  

AL8201AK Specific fitting kit for 100ALBK, 140AK, 140SK  

KN8202 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

03VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B  

MOTO GUZZI V7 III STONE NIGHT PACK (19 > 20)
KR8201

Specific rear black rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-
cases / maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

TMT8201K Specific holder for soft side bags
it is not compatible with RB105 side bags  

100ALBK Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8204AK fitting kit  

140AK Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8204AK fitting kit  

140SK Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL8204AK fitting kit  

AL8204AK Specific fitting kit for 100ALBK, 140AK, 140SK  

KN8202 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

MOTO GUZZI V9 ROAMER / V9 BOBBER (16 > 21)
KR8202

Specific rear black rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
Compatibility with the V9 Bobber model is to be confirmed / only for version 2016 / to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® 
plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-cases

 

100ALBK Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8202AK fitting kit  

140AK Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL8202AK fitting kit  

140SK Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL8202AK fitting kit  

AL8202AK Specific fitting kit for 100ALBK, 140AK, 140SK  

KN8202 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KTS8202B Backrest with detachable small luggage carrier, black
only for V9 Bobber  

03SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  
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MOTO MORINI
MOTO MORINI X-CAPE 649 (21) 

KR9350
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M plate / if combined with 
KM8A, KM8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

KLO9350MK Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 05RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder  

KLO9350N
Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT non-configured
18 mm diameter / to be combined with KOFMK kit for MONOKEY® cases or KOFCAM kit for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE / to be 
combined with 05RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

 

05RKITK RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame  

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

RM9350KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM01, KRM02  

LS9350K Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present  

ES9350K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

02VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B  

MV AGUSTA
MV AGUSTA AGUSTA BRUTALE 675-800 (13 > 15)

BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

MV AGUSTA AGUSTA BRUTALE 750-910
BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

MV AGUSTA AGUSTA BRUTALE 800 (17 > 21)
BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

MV AGUSTA TURISMO VELOCE 800 (15)
BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

MV AGUSTA F3 675-800
BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

MV AGUSTA F4 750-1000
BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

NIU
NIU NQI (19 > 21)

KR8962 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KD1155ST Specific screen, transparent 51 x 49 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A8960AK fitting kit / it does not protect the hand area  

A8960AK Specific fitting kit for KD1155ST  
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NIU MQI+ (19 > 21)
KR8961 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KD1155ST Specific screen, transparent 51 x 49 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A8961AK fitting kit / it does not protect the hand area  

A8961AK Specific fitting kit for KD1155ST  

NIU MQI GT (21) 
KR8963B Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KD1181ST Specific screen, transparent 54 x 49 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A8962AK fitting kit / it does not protect the hand area  

A8962AK Specific fitting kit for KD1181ST  

NIU UQI GT (21) 
KR8964 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KD1155ST Specific screen, transparent 51 x 49 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A8964AK fitting kit / it does not protect the hand area  

A8964AK Specific fitting kit for KD1155ST  

PEUGEOT
PEUGEOT TWEET 50-125-150 (10 > 21)

107AK Specific screen, transparent 50,8 x 66 cm (H x W) 
only available if article A299A is already fitted  

8100AK Specific screen, transparent 50.8 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A8100AK fitting kit  

A8100AK Specific fitting kit for 8100AK  

PEUGEOT BELVILLE 125-200 (17 > 20)
107AK Specific screen, transparent 50,8 x 66 cm (H x W) 

to be combined with the specific A8101AK fitting kit  

A8101AK Specific fitting kit for 107AK  
a MONOLOCK® top-case can be fitted using the universal plate included

PEUGEOT LXR 125-200 (09 > 16)
105AK Specific screen, transparent 66 x 67 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A298AK fitting kit  

128AK Specific screen, transparent 74 x 67 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A298AK fitting kit / 8 cm higher than 105AK  

A298AK Specific fitting kit for 105AK and 128AK  

PEUGEOT SV 250 (02)
KD199ST Specific screen, transparent 49,9 x 72,5 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / only available if article D199KITK is already fitted  

KD202ST Specific screen, transparent 60 x 74,4 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10 cm higher than KD199ST / only available if article D199KITK is already fitted  
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PIAGGIO
PIAGGIO PIAGGIO 1 (21) 

KR5618 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KD1181ST Specific screen, transparent 54 x 49 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5618AK fitting kit / it does not protect the hand area  

A5618AK Specific fitting kit for KD1181ST  

PIAGGIO ZIP 50 2T / 50 4T (13 > 21)
6102AK Specific screen, transparent 52 x 66,6 cm (H x W)

only available if article A5607A is already fitted  

PIAGGIO TYPHOON 50-125 (11 > 19)
KR5602 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

maximum load allowed 3 kg / to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

288AK Specific screen, transparent 59 x 70 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5602AK fitting kit  

A5602AK Specific fitting kit, black for 288AK  

PIAGGIO VESPA PRIMAVERA 50-125-150 (14 > 21)
KR5608 Specific rear black rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

5608AK Specific screen, transparent 50 x 69 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5608AK fitting kit  

A5608AK Specific fitting kit for 5608AK  

PIAGGIO VESPA SPRINT 50-125-150 (14 > 21)
KR5608 Specific rear black rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

A5608AK Specific fitting kit for 5610AK  

PIAGGIO ZIP 50-125 (00 > 12)
KR56

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-
cases

 

6102AK Specific screen, transparent 52 x 66,6 cm (H x W)
only available if article A5607A is already fitted  

PIAGGIO FLY 50-100-125-150 (04 > 17)
KR104 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

107AK Specific screen, transparent 50,8 x 66 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific A110AK fitting kit  

A110AK Specific fitting kit for 107AK  

PIAGGIO LIBERTY 50-125-150 (09 > 15)
KR5611 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

107AK Specific screen, transparent 50,8 x 66 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific A107AK fitting kit  

A107AK Specific fitting kit for 107AK  
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PIAGGIO LIBERTY 50-125-150 I-GET / LIBERTY 50-125-150 (16 > 21)
KR5611 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

107AK Specific screen, transparent 50,8 x 66 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific A107AK fitting kit  

A107AK Specific fitting kit for 107AK  

PIAGGIO VESPA LX 50-125-150 (05 > 14)
KR105 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

104AK Specific screen, transparent 51,5 x 69,5 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific A104AK fitting kit  

A104AK Specific fitting kit for 104AK  

PIAGGIO VESPA S 50-125-150 (07 > 14)
KR105 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

PIAGGIO LIBERTY 50-125-150-200 (02 > 08) 
KR5611 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

107AK Specific screen, transparent 50,8 x 66 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific A107AK fitting kit  

A107AK Specific fitting kit for 107AK  

PIAGGIO MEDLEY 125-150 (16 > 19)
KR5612 Specific rear black rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

5612AK Specific screen, transparent 46,5 x 67 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5606AK fitting kit  

5612SK Specific screen, smoked 22,5 x 44 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific fitting kit A5606AK  

A5606AK Specific fitting kit for 5612AK, 5612SK  

PIAGGIO MEDLEY 125-150 I GET / MEDLEY S 125-150 I GET (20 > 21)
KR5612 Specific rear black rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

7057AK Specific screen, transparent 49 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5615AK fitting kit  

A5615AK Specific fitting kit for 7057AK  

PIAGGIO VESPA PX 125-150 (11 > 17)
KR5603 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

642AK Specific screen, transparent 54 x 62 cm (H x W)
only available if article A5603AK is already fitted  

PIAGGIO X9 125-180-250 (00 > 02)
KR57 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

PIAGGIO BEVERLY 125-200 (01 > 04)
KE3411 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  
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PIAGGIO VESPA 125-200 GRANTURISMO (03 > 08)
104AK Specific screen, transparent 51,5 x 69,5 cm (H x W) 

to be combined with the specific A104AK fitting kit  

A104AK Specific fitting kit for 104AK  

PIAGGIO VESPA GTS 125-150-250-300 (06 > 21)
104AK Specific screen, transparent 51,5 x 69,5 cm (H x W) 

to be combined with the specific A104AK fitting kit  

A104AK Specific fitting kit for 104AK  

PIAGGIO X8 125-150-200-250-400 (04 > 10)
KR102 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 kg  

KR102M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included  

KD500ST Specific screen, transparent 80 x 60 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 20 cm higher than the original  

PIAGGIO MP3 YOURBAN 125-300 (11 > 18)
KR5600 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6 kg / MONOKEY® plate included  

KR5600M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

5600DTK
Specific screen, transparent 67 x  74 cm (H x W)
only compatible with version equipped with indicators incorporated in the handlebar / to be combined with the specific 
D5600KITK fitting kit / 35,5 cm higher than the original

 

D5600KITK à Specific fitting kit for 5600DTK  

KD5600ST Specific screen, transparent 57 x 44,5 cm (H x W) 
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 25,5 cm higher than original  

KTB5600 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

PIAGGIO VESPA GTS 125-150-300 SUPER (08 > 21)
KR131 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

104AK Specific screen, transparent 51,5 x 69,5 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific A104AK fitting kit  

A104AK Specific fitting kit for 104AK  

PIAGGIO BEVERLY 125-250-400 (04 > 07)
KE3411

Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® top-case
maximum load allowed 6 kg
only for '04 version

 

KE3440
Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® top-case
maximum load allowed 6 kg
compatible from model '05

 

PIAGGIO BEVERLY TOURER 125-250-300-400 (08 > 10)
KE3440 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

103AK Specific screen, transparent 43,5 x 70 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A103AK fitting kit  

A103AK Specific fitting kit for 103AK  

106AK Specific screen, transparent 32 x 61,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A106AK fitting kit / With hand protectors  

A106AK Specific fitting kit for 106AK  
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PIAGGIO BEVERLY 125IE-300IE-350 (10 > 20)
KE3490 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

357AK Specific screen, transparent 32 x 46 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A357AK fitting kit  

5606SK Specific smoked screen, 29 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A357AK fitting kit  

A357AK Specific fitting kit for 357AK, 5606BLK, 5606SK  

5606AK Specific screen, transparent 47 x 72 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5606AK fitting kit  

A5606AK Specific fitting kit for 5606AK  

PIAGGIO MP3 125 / 250 / 300/ 400 (06 > 11)
KR134M

"Folding" specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / complete with polyurethane backrest / allows hardware to be raised in order to fully open the 
rear trunk

 

KR134
"Folding" specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / complete with polyurethane backrest / Allows hardware to be raised in order to fully open the rear 
trunk / maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

KD501ST
Specific screen, transparent 82 x 64 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 40 cm higher than original  (06 > 08 model), 24 cm higher than original (09 > 11 
model)

 

PIAGGIO X-EVO 125-250-400 (07 > 11)
KR102 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 kg  

KR102M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included  

KD500ST Specific screen, transparent 80 x 60 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 20 cm higher than the original  

PIAGGIO X10 125-350-500 (12 > 16)
KD5604ST Specific screen, transparent 85,5 x 69 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen  

PIAGGIO X9 200-250-500 EVOLUTION (03 > 08) 
KR57 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KD229ST Specific screen, transparent 65 x 50 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 16 cm higher than the original  

PIAGGIO MP3 TOURING 300 - 400 (11) / MP3 BUSINESS 300 (12 > 14) / MP3 SPORT 
300 (12 > 14) / MP3 BUSINESS 500 (12 > 13) / MP3 SPORT 500 (12 > 13)

KR134M
"Folding" specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / complete with polyurethane backrest / allows hardware to be raised in order to fully open the 
rear trunk

 

KR134
"Folding" specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / complete with polyurethane backrest / Allows hardware to be raised in order to fully open the rear 
trunk / maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

KD5601ST Specific screen, transparent 75 x 65 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12 cm higher that the original  

PIAGGIO MP3 300 HPE (19 > 21)
KR5600 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6 kg / MONOKEY® plate included  

KR5600M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KD5614ST Specific screen, transparent 84 x 69 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KAF5614 Specific Airstream sliding wind-screen transparent. Maximum height 78 cm (12 cm of extension) width 69 cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KTB5600 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

01VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side  
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PIAGGIO BEVERLY 300-400 HPE (21) 
KR5616 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate  

5616AK Specific screen, transparent 58 x 68 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A5616AK fitting kit  

A5616AK Specific fitting kit for 5616AK  

PIAGGIO MP3 300IE-500IE SPORT / BUSINESS (08/14 > 17)
KR5609 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KR5609M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KD5601ST Specific screen, transparent 75 x 65 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12 cm higher that the original  

PIAGGIO MP3 350–400-500 SPORT / BUSINESS (18 > 21)
KR5613

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device 
on the case

 

KD5613ST Specific screen, transparent 71,5 x 65 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10 cm higher than the original  

PIAGGIO BEVERLY 500 (03 > 07) 
KE3411 Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® top-case

maximum load allowed 6 kg / compatible with '03 and '04  

KE3440 Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® top-case
maximum load allowed 6 kg / compatible from '05  

103AK Specific screen, transparent 43,5 x 70 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A103AK fitting kit  

A103AK Specific fitting kit for 103AK  

106AK Specific screen, transparent 32 x 61,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A106AK fitting kit / With hand protectors  

A106AK Specific fitting kit for 106AK  

PIAGGIO X9 500 (01 > 02)
KR57 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

ROYAL ENFIELD
ROYAL ENFIELD HIMALAYAN (18 > 20)

KR9050
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / maximum load allowed 
6 kg

 

KL9050
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
If the KL9050 is to be paired with RETRO FIT cases, the two plastic covers should not be mounted (included in the RETRO FIT 
case package) to cover the rear area of the upper coupling

 

KTL1146KIT
Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KL9050
to be combined with KS250 and KL9050 / it can can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the 
motorcycle

 

BF39K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KN9050 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  
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ROYAL ENFIELD HIMALAYAN (21) 
KR9054

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

KL9054 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KTL7711KIT
Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KL9054
to be combined with KS250 and KL9054 / it can can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the 
motorcycle

 

BF39K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KN9050 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

ES9054K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

ROYAL ENFIELD METEOR 350 (21) 
KR9053 Specific rear rack, glossy black, for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KL9053 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

TMT9053K Specific holder for one RB105 side bag  

KN9053 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

ROYAL ENFIELD CLASSIC 500 (19 > 20)
KR9052

Specific rear rack, glossy black, for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
Install only when there is a passenger saddle / to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the 
plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

 

KR9052B
Specific rear rack, glossy black, for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
Install only when there is no passenger saddle / to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate 
already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / when using the KL9052 side case holder, large top-cases may get in the way of large 
side cases

 

KL9052 à
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
where there is a KR9052B top-case fitting, only for the model without a passenger saddle, large cases may get in the way of 
large top-cases

 

KN9052 Specific engine guard, glossy black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

ROYAL ENFIELD INTERCEPTOR 650 (19 > 21)
KR9051 Specific rear rack, glossy black, for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KL9051 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
you can only mount cases MONOKEY® K22  

100ALBK Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL9051AK fitting kit  

140AK Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL9051AK fitting kit  

140SK Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL9051AK fitting kit  

AL9051AK Specific fitting kit for 100ALBK, 140AK, 140SK  

KN9051 Specific engine guard, glossy black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

03VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side  
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SUPER SOCO
SUPER SOCO CPX (21)

KR8830
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-
case

 

KHP8830 Specific hands protector in ABS  

SUPER SOCO CUX (21) 
KR8831 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KD1181ST Specific screen, transparent 54 x 49 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A8831AK fitting kit / it does not protect the hand area  

A8831AK Specific fitting kit for KD1181ST  

SUZUKI
SUZUKI ADDRESS 110 (15 > 21)

107AK Specific screen, transparent 50,8 x 66 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific A3109AK fitting kit  

A3109AK Specific fitting kit for 107AK  

SUZUKI SIXTEEN 125-150 (08 > 16)
169AK Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy 56,5 x 71,5 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A169AK fitting kit / With hand protectors  

A169AK Specific fitting kit for 169AK  

SUZUKI UH 125-150 BURGMAN (02 > 06)
KR114

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind 
the saddle

 

KD256ST Specific screen, transparent 83 x 53 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 20 cm higher than the original / with hand protectors  

SUZUKI BURGMAN 125-200 K7-K8-K9-L0-L1-L2-L3 (06 > 13)
KR3106 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

3106DTK Specific screen, transparent 84,5 x 65,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D267KITK fitting kit / 21,5 cm higher than the original  

D267KITK Specific fitting kit for 3106DTK  

KD3106ST Specific screen, transparent 72 x 67 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KTB3106 Specific backrest
it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections  

SUZUKI BURGMAN 125-200 ABS (14 > 21)
KR3106 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

3106DTK Specific screen, transparent 84,5 x 65,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D267KITK fitting kit / 21,5 cm higher than the original  

D267KITK Specific fitting kit for 3106DTK  

KD3106ST Specific screen, transparent 72 x 67 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KTB3106 Specific backrest
it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections  
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SUZUKI AN 250-400 BURGMAN (98 > 02)
KR111 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle  

KR111M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle  

156ST Specific screen, transparent 72,5 x 79,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific 156DK fitting kit  

156DK Specific fitting kit for 156S and 156ST  

SUZUKI AN 250-400 BUSINESS (01 > 03)
156ST Specific screen, transparent 72,5 x 79,5 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific 156DK fitting kit  

156DK Specific fitting kit for 156S and 156ST  

SUZUKI AN 250-400 BURGMAN (03 > 06)
KR115 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle / maximum load allowed 6 kg  

KR1150 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included  

KD258ST Specific screen, transparent 80 x 71 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 17 cm higher than the original / with hand protectors  

SUZUKI INAZUMA 250 (12 > 16)
KR3103

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind 
the saddle

 

SUZUKI V-STROM 250 (17 > 21)
KR3116

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-
cases

 

KL3116 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KTL3116KIT
Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KL3116
to be combined with KS250 and KL3116 / it can can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the 
motorcycle

 

BF01K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KN3116 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

SUZUKI AN 400 BURGMAN TYPE-S (05) 
KD258ST Specific screen, transparent 80 x 71 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 17 cm higher than the original / with hand protectors  

SUZUKI BURGMAN 400 K7-K8-K9-L0-L1-L2-L3-L4-L5-L6 (06 > 16)

KR3115
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate, or with the 
plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-cases / if combined with KM8A, KM8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or 
the remote control device on the case

 

266DTK Specific screen, transparent 84 x 68 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D266KITK fitting kit / 16 cm higher than the original  

D266KITK Specific fitting kit for 266DTK  

SUZUKI BURGMAN 400 (17 > 21)

KR3115
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M 
plate / if combined with KM8A, KM8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the 
case

 

KD3115ST Specific screen, transparent 75 x 67 cm (H x W) - ABE in Vorbereitung
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 21 cm higher than the original  

KAF3115
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, AIRSTREAM. Maximum height 77 cm (12 cm of extension) width 67 
cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 23 cm higher than the original

 

KTB3115 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

KHP3115 Specific hands protector in ABS  
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SUZUKI GS 500 E (01 > 07) / GS 500 F (04)
K5260 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN  

SUZUKI GSF 600 BANDIT / S (96 > 99)
K5110 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN  

KN43 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

SUZUKI GSF 600 BANDIT / S (00 > 04)
K5220 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN  

KN43 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

SUZUKI GSR 600 (06 > 11) 
KR116 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included/ you must remove the grabrails / maximum load allowed 6 kg  

KR116M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / you must remove the grabrails  

KLX538 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack KR116 / KR116M  

TK255 Specific holder for soft side bags
to be mounted only with KR116 / KR116M  

BF01K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

245AK Universal screen, smoked 33,5 x 29 cm (W x H)
compatible with '06 and '07 / to be combined with the specific A167AK fitting kit  

A170AK Specific fitting kit for 247AK and 247NK
compatible with '08 - '11  

KN535 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

SUZUKI GSX R 600 / 750 (06 > 07)
BF01K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

SUZUKI GSX R 600 / 750 (08 > 10)
BF01K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system

only for SUZUKI GSX R 600/750 (06 > 10)  

SUZUKI AN 650 BURGMAN EXECUTIVE (02 > 12)
KR3104 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections  

KR3104MM
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate with place for the "u" type padlock included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle in 
arranged sections

 

KD257ST Specific screen, transparent 80 x 72 cm (H x W)
compatible with all years '02 - '04 / to be mounted instead of the original screen / With hand protectors  

KD263ST Specific screen, transparent 78,5 x 72 cm (H x W)
compatible from '05 / to be mounted instead of the original screen / made for models having electrically adjustable screen  

SUZUKI 650 BURGMAN / 650 BURGMAN EXECUTIVE (13 > 20)
KR3104 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections  

KR3104MM
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate with place for the "u" type padlock included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle in 
arranged sections

 

KL3104 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack KR3104 / you can only mount cases MONOKEY® K22  

KR3104KIT Specific kit to install the KR3104 an the KR3104MM on Suzuki Burgman 650 Executive (13)  

KD3104ST Specific screen, transparent 76 x 75 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12 cm higher than original  
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SUZUKI DL 650 V-STROM (04 > 11)
K528 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

K528M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KL532 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KLX532 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases  

BF10K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD260ST Specific screen, transparent 57 x 48 cm (H x W)
18 cm higher than original / only with spoiler / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KAF260
Specific Airstream sliding wind-screen, transparent
Maximum height 65 cm (12 cm of extension) width 44 cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen

 

KN532 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KMG532 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour  

ES3101K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

SUZUKI DL 650 V-STROM L2-L3-L4-L5-L6 (11 > 16)
KR3101 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KR3101M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KRA3101 Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case, black
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

KL3101 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side-cases
not compatible with the side-cases in aluminium KVE37 K-venture  

KLX3101 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases  

BF01K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

D3101KITK Specific fitting kit for 3101DTK  

KAF3101 Specific Airstream sliding wind-screen transparent. Maximum height 56 cm (12 cm of extension), width 43 cm
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KN3101
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / compatible with the original tip, as well as the oil 
carter protector RP3101K

 

RP3101K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium  

KHP3105 Specific hands protector in ABS  

ES3101K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

SUZUKI DL 650 V-STROM (17 > 20)
KRA3112 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

KR3112 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate  

KL3112 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KTL3112KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KL3112 
to be combined with KS250 and KL3112 / you have to mount it on the left side of the motorcycle  

KLR3112 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases  

KLX3112 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases  

KL3112CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  
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BF01K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD3112ST Specific screen, transparent 44 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12 cm higher than the original  

KD3112B Specific screen, smoked 30 x 42 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KAF3112 Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airstream. Maximum height 50 cm (12 cm of extension) width 43 cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KN3101
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / compatible with the original tip, as well as the oil 
carter protector RP3101K

 

RP3101K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium  

KPR3112 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

KMG532 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour  

ES3101K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KFB3112
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

SUZUKI GLADIUS 650 (09 > 16)
KR121

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / you must remove the grabrails, they are reproduced by the rack itself / maximum load allowed 6 
kg

 

KR121M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / you must remove the grabrails, they are reproduced by the rack itself  

BF01K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

SUZUKI GSF 650 BANDIT / BANDIT S / BANDIT ABS (05 > 06) 
KZ539

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

KD262S Specific screen, smoked 45,7 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
for semi faired version / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11,7 cm higher than the original  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar
compatible with versions N / S / NA / SA (05> 08)  

SUZUKI GSF 650 BANDIT / GSF 650 BANDIT S K7-K8 (07 > 11)

KZ539
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
IMPORTANT: since 2009 in some countries is available the model Bandit K9, while in some other countries is still sold the previous model 
K7-K8 / to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

KL539
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
IMPORTANT: since 2009 in some countries is available the model Bandit K9, while in some other countries is still sold the 
previous model K7-K8 / you must move the indicators from their original position

 

KLX539
Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
IMPORTANT: since 2009 in some countries is available the model Bandit K9, while in some other countries is still sold the 
previous model K7-K8 / you must move the indicators from their original position

 

KD262S
Specific screen, smoked 45,7 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
IMPORTANT: since 2009 in some countries is available the model Bandit K9, while in some other countries is still sold the 
previous model K7-K8 / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11,7 cm higher than the original

 

IMPORTANT: since 2009 in some countries is available the model Bandit K9, while in some other countries is still sold the previous model K7-K8

SUZUKI GSF 650 BANDIT / GSF BANDIT S K9-L0-L1-L2-L3-L4 (09 > 15)

KZ540
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
IMPORTANT: since 2009 in some countries is available the model Bandit K9, while in some other countries is still sold the previous model 
K7-K8 / to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case
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BF01K
Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system
IMPORTANT: since 2009 in some countries is available the model Bandit K9, while in some other countries is still sold the 
previous model K7-K8 

 

05SKITK
Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar
IMPORTANT: since 2009 in some countries is available the model Bandit K9, while in some other countries is still sold the 
previous model K7-K8

 

IMPORTANT: since 2009 in some countries is available the model Bandit K9, while in some other countries is still sold the previous model K7-K8

SUZUKI GSX 650 F (08 > 14) / GSX 1250 F (10 > 16)

KZ539
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

KL539 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
you must move the indicators from their original position  

KLX539 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
you must move the indicators from their original position  

BF01K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD270S Specific screen, smoked 45 x 38,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10,5 cm higher than the original  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

SUZUKI SV 650 / SV 650 S (03 > 08)

KZ529
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

BF01K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

SUZUKI SV 650 (16 > 21)

KZ3111
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M 
plate / if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control 
device on the case

 

KLX3111 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack KZ3111 / you must move the indicators from their original position  

BF01K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KA3111 Specific screen, smoked 28,5 x 36 cm (H x L)
complete with specific fitting kit  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

SUZUKI GSX 750 (98 > 02)
K5170 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN  

KN43 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

SUZUKI GSX S750 (17 > 21)

KZ3113
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

BF01K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KA3113 Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W) 
complete with specific fitting kit  

KA3113BL à Specific BLUE LINE screen 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
complete with specific fitting kit / when illuminated by vehicle headlights in low light conditions, the edge glows blue in colour  

KHP3113 Specific hands protector in ABS  

03SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  
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SUZUKI GSR 750 (11 > 16)
KZ3100

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the 
case

 

BF01K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

SUZUKI DL 1000 V-STROM (02 > 11)
K528 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

K528M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

KL528 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KLX528 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases  

BF10K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD260ST Specific screen, transparent 57 x 48 cm (H x W)
compatible from year '04 / 18 cm higher than original / only with spoiler / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KAF260
Specific Airstream sliding wind-screen, transparent
Maximum height 65 cm (12 cm of extension) width 44 cm
compatible from year '04 / to be mounted instead of the original screen

 

KN46 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

SUZUKI DL 1000 V-STROM (14 > 16)
KR3105 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6 kg / MONOKEY® plate included  

KR3105M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included  

KLR3105 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases  

KL3105CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

BF50K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD3105ST Specific screen, transparent 50 x 39,5 cm (h x w)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 22 cm higher than original  

KAF3105
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent,  AIRSTREAM®. Maximum height 50 cm (12 cm of extension) width 41 
cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen

 

KN3105 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / black colour  

RP3105K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium  

KPR3105 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

KHP3105 Specific hands protector in ABS  

ES3105K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KFB3114
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

02SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

SUZUKI DL 1000 V-STROM (17 > 19)
KRA3112 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

KR3112 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7 plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate  

KLR3105 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases  
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KTL3112KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLR3105
to be combined with KS250 and KL3105 / you have to mount it on the left side of the motorcycle  

KLXR3114 Specific rapid release side-case holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases  

KL3105CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

BF50K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD3105ST Specific screen, transparent 50 x 39,5 cm (h x w)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 22 cm higher than original  

KAF3105
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent,  AIRSTREAM®. Maximum height 50 cm (12 cm of extension) width 41 
cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen

 

KN3105 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / black colour  

RP3105K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium  

KPR3105 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

RM3114KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM01, KRM02  

KHP3105 Specific hands protector in ABS  

ES3105K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KFB3114
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

02SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

SUZUKI KATANA 1000 (19 > 21)
03SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

SUZUKI GSX R 1000 (09 > 12)
BF01K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

SUZUKI SV 1000 / SV 1000 S (03 > 07)
KZ529

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

BF01K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

SUZUKI GSX S 1000 F / GSX S 1000 (15 > 20)

KZ3110
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

TST3110K Specific holder for soft side bags
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ3110 using the 3110KITK  

3110KITK Specific kit to install the TST3110 without the specific rear rack KZ3110  

BF50K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD3110ST Specific screen, transparent 59 x 35 cm (H x W)
only for version GSX S1000F / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 15 cm higher than the original  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

SUZUKI GSX S 1000 (21)
KZ3119

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the 
case

 

TE3119K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ3119 using the 3119KITK  
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3119SK Specific screen, smoked 25 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A3119AK fitting kit  

A3119AK Specific fitting kit for 3119SK  

SUZUKI V-STROM 1050 (20 > 21) / V-STROM 1050 XT (20 > 21)
KRA3117 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case, black

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

KR3117
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the 
case

 

KLO3117CAM à
Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
not compatible with the version V-Strom 1050 XT / 18 mm diameter / to be combined with 02RKITK for the transformation into 
Rapid Release pannier holder

 

KLO3117N à

Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT non-configured
not compatible with the version V-Strom 1050 XT / 18 mm diameter / to be combined with KOFMK kit for MONOKEY® cases or KOFCAM kit 
for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE / to be combined with 02RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / not compatible with 
KVC35 Vector top-case

 

KLX3117
Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
not compatible with the version V-Strom 1050 XT / to be combined with 02RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release 
pannier holder

 

KLO3118MK
Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 06RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder / not compatible 
with KVC35 Vector top-case

 

KLO3118CAM Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 06RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder  

02RKITK RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
to be combined with KLO3117N, KLO3117MK, KLO3117CAM, KLX3117  

06RKITK RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
to be combined with KLO3118MK, KLO3118CAM  

BF50K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD3117ST Specific screen, transparent 57,5 x 50,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KAF3117
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, AIRSTREAM®. Maximum height 57 cm (12 cm of extension) width 50 
cm
to be mounted instead of the original screen

 

DF3117K Pair of protective transparent handle-bar wind deflectors  

KN3117 Specific engine guard, black
not compatible with the version V-Strom 1050 XT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

RP3117K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium
not compatible with the version V-Strom 1050 XT  

RP3118K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium
not compatible with the version V-Strom 1050  

KPR3117 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted
not compatible with the KN3117  

RM3114KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM01, KRM02  

LS3117K Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present
it cannot be mounted where specific engine guard is not present  

KHP3105 Specific hands protector in ABS  

ES3105K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

SUZUKI GSX 1200 (98 > 02)
K5170 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN  

SUZUKI GSF 1200 BANDIT (96 > 99)
K5110 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN  

SUZUKI GSF 1200 BANDIT / BANDIT S (00 > 05)
K5220 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN  
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SUZUKI GSF 1200 BANDIT / BANDIT S (06) 
KZ539

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

KD262S Specific screen, smoked 45,7 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11,7 cm higher than the original  

SUZUKI GSF 1250 BANDIT / BANDIT S (07 > 11)
KZ539

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

KL539 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
you must move the indicators from their original position  

KLX539 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
you must move the indicators from their original position  

KD262S Specific screen, smoked 45,7 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11,7 cm higher than the original  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

SUZUKI GSX 1250 F (10) 
BF01K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

SUZUKI GSX 1300R HAYABUSA (08 > 16)
KZ541

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not 
allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / a handle bar for the passenger is included, you must remove the original grab rails / maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

BF01K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

SUZUKI GSX 1400 (02 > 09)
KZ527

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the 
case

 

SYM
SYM FIDDLE II 50-125 (09 > 14) / FIDDLE III 50-125 (15 > 21)

K628 Universal plate included in MONOLOCK® top-cases box.
You can fit a Monolock® top-case using the universal plate included.  

293AK Specific screen, transparent 50 x 63 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A293AK fitting kit  

A293AK Specific fitting kit for 293AK  

SYM FIDDLE 125 EURO 5 (20)
KR7061 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

7062AK Specific screen, transparent 47 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A7062AK fitting kit  

A7062AK Specific fitting kit for 7062AK  

SYM SYMPHONY S 50-125-150-151 (09 > 20)
107AK Specific screen, transparent 50,8 x 66 cm (H x W) 

only available if article A299A is already fitted  

7053AK Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy. 52,5 x 76 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A7053AK fitting kit  

A7053AK Specific fitting kit for 7053AK  
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SYM SYMPHONY SR 50-125-151 (10 > 16)
297AK Specific screen, transparent 62 x 71 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A297AK fitting kit

A297AK Specific fitting kit for 297AK

SYM SYMPHONY ST 50-125-200 (15 > 20)
KR7054 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

7054AK Specific screen, transparent 49 x 66 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific A7054AK fitting kit

A7054AK Specific fitting kit for 7054AK

SYM SYMPHONY ST 50-125-200 (21) 
7067AK Specific screen, transparent

to be combined with the specific A7067AK fitting kit

A7067AK Specific fitting kit for 7067AK

SYM SYMPHONY 125 EURO 5 (20)
KR7061 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

7057AK Specific screen, transparent 49 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A7061AK fitting kit

A7061AK Specific fitting kit for 7057AK

SYM SYMPHONY 125 EURO 5 (21) 
KR7061 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

7057AK Specific screen, transparent 49 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A7064AK fitting kit

A7064AK Specific fitting kit for 7057AK

SYM JET 14 125-200 (17 > 20)
KR7055 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

SYM JET X 125 (21) 
KR7066 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

SYM JOYRIDE EVO 125-200 (09 > 21)
KR2330 à

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included

KD651ST Specific screen, transparent 62 x 60 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 15,5 cm higher than original

SYM HD EVO 125-200 (07 > 16)
128AK Specific screen, transparent 74 x 67 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific A298AK fitting kit / 8 cm higher than 105AK

105AK Specific screen, transparent 66 x 67 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A298AK fitting kit

A298AK Specific fitting kit for 105AK and 128AK
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SYM HD2 125-200 (11 > 16)
105AK Specific screen, transparent 66 x 67 cm (H x W)

only available if article A7050A is already fitted

128AK Specific screen, transparent 74 x 67 cm (H x W)
only available if article A7050AK is already fitted / 8 cm higher than 105AK

SYM CITYCOM 300 (08 > 19)
KR2310

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / you must puncture the housing behind the 
saddle in arranged sections

KD650ST Specific screen, transparent 64 x 55 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 19 cm higher than original

SYM JOYMAX 300I (12 > 19)
KD7052ST Specific screen, transparent with handguards 82 x 59 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 16,5 cm higher that the original

SYM JOYMAX Z 300 (19 > 20)

KR7056
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate or with the 
plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-cases / if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the 
stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

7056DTK Specific screen, transparent 78 x 70,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D7058KITK fitting kit / 21 cm higher than the original

D7058KITK Specific fitting kit for 7056DTK

01VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B

SYM JOYMAX Z+ 300 (21) 

KR7056
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate or with the 
plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-cases / if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the 
stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

7056DTK Specific screen, transparent 78 x 70,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D7058KITK fitting kit / 21 cm higher than the original

D7058KITK Specific fitting kit for 7056DTK

01VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B

SYM CRUISYM 300 (17 > 21)

KR7056
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate or with the 
plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-cases / if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the 
stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

7056DTK Specific screen, transparent 78 x 70,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D7056KITK fitting kit / 21 cm higher than the original

D7056KITK Specific fitting kit for 7056DTK

KTB7056A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

SYM HD 300 (19 > 21)
KR7057 à

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / ATTENTION: the Sym HD300s (2019) have been 
produced with two different luggage racks; check the photos on the site to see if you need SR7057 or SR7059

KR7059
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / ATTENTION: the Sym HD300s (2019) have been 
produced with two different luggage racks; check the photos on the site to see if you need SR7059 or SR7057

7057AK Specific screen, transparent 49 x 66 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A7057AK fitting kit

A7057AK Specific fitting kit for 7057AK
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SYM MAXSYM 400-600 (11 > 20)
KR7051 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KR7051M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included  

7051DTK Specific screen, transparent  74 x 64 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific D7051KITK fitting kit / 12 cm higher than original  

D7051KITK Specific fitting kit for 7051DTK  

SYM MAXSYM 400 (21) 
KR7065

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device 
on the case

 

KD7065ST Specific screen, transparent 77,5 x 72 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 18 cm higher than the original  

01VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side  

SYM MAXSYM TL 500 (20 > 21)
KR7060

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the 
case

 

KD7060ST Specific screen, transparent 73 x 71,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 15,5 cm higher than the original  

KD7060S Specific low sports screen smoked 39,5 x 35cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

SWM
SWM SIX DAYS 500 (21) 

KR8130 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

TRIUMPH
TRIUMPH TRIDENT 660 (21) 

KR6419
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the KM5 MONOKEY® plate, or with the KM5M or KM6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the plate already 
included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

TE6419K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KR6419 using the 6419KITK  

6419KITK Specific kit to install the TE6419K without the specific rear rack KR6419  

TR6419K Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags  

BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

100ALBK Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL6419AK fitting kit  

140AK Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL6419AK fitting kit  

140SK Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL6419AK fitting kit  

AL6419AK Specific fitting kit for 100ALBK, 140AK, 140SK  

KPR6419 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  
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TRIUMPH DAYTONA 675
BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

TRIUMPH STREET TRIPLE 675 (07 > 12)

KZ727
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

TE705K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)  

BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

TRIUMPH STREET TRIPLE 675 (13 > 16)
BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

TE6405K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)  

TRIUMPH STREET TRIPLE 765 (17 > 19)

KZ6412
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M 
plate / if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control 
device on the case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

TST6412K Specific holder for soft side bags  

BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

RM6412KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM01, KRM02  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar
for S / R / RS version  

TRIUMPH STREET TRIPLE 765 (20)

KZ6412
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

RM6412KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM01, KRM02  

TRIUMPH TIGER 800 / 800 XC / 800 XR (11 > 17)
KR6401 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6 kg / MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle  

KRA6401
Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / you 
must puncture the housing in arranged sections

 

KLR6409 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases  

KL6401CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

KTL1146KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLR6409
to be combined with KS250 and KLR6409 / needs to mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  

BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

D6401KITK à Specific fitting kit for 6401DTK
not compatible on version with a height adjustable windshield  

KN6409
Specific engine guard, black
for 2011 version to be combined with the kit KN6401AKIT / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified 
mechanic

 

KN6401AKIT Specific kit to install the KN6401 / KN6409 on Tiger 800 / Tiger 800 XC / Tiger XR (11)  
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KMG6401 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

TRIUMPH TIGER 800 XC / 800 XR (18 > 19)
KR6401 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6 kg / MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle  

KRA6401
Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / you 
must puncture the housing in arranged sections

 

KLR6413 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases  

KL6413CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

KTL8705KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLR6413
to be combined with KS250 and KLR6413 / needs to mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  

BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD6413ST Specific screen, transparent 58,5 x 43,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 14,5 cm higher than the original  

KN6409 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KMG6401 Specific ABS mudguard, black colour  

LS6413K Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights
only for Tiger 800 XC  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE 865
100ALBK Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific AL6406AK fitting kit  

140AK Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL6406AK fitting kit  

140SK Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL6406AK fitting kit  

AL6406AK Specific fitting kit for 100ALBK, 140AK, 140SK
only compatible with Bonneville 865 T100  

TRIUMPH STREET TWIN 900 (16 > 20)
KR6407

Specific rear black rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-
cases

 

TMT6410K Specific holder for soft side bags
it is not compatible with the specific rear rack KR6410  

100ALBK Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
only available if article AL6407AK is already fitted  

140AK Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
only available if article AL6407AK is already fitted  

140SK Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
only available if article AL6407AK is already fitted  

KN6410 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

TRIUMPH STREET SCRAMBLER 900 (17 > 20)
05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

TRIUMPH TIGER 900 (20 > 21)
KR6415

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the 
case

 

KLO6415MK Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 01RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder  

KLO6415CAM Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 01RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder  
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01RKITK RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
to be combined with KLO6415N, KLO6415MK, KLO6415CAM  

KTL6415KIT
Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLO6415MK, KLO6415CAM, KLO6415N
to be combined with KS250 and KLO6415MK, KLO6415CAM, KLO6415N / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the 
motorcycle

 

BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD6418ST Specific screen, transparent 59 x 48 cm (H x W)
only compatible with version Tiger 900 Rally / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12,5 cm higher than the original  

KD6415ST Specific screen, transparent 59 x 42 cm (H x W)
not compatible with version Tiger 900 Rally / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12,5 cm higher than the original  

KD6415S Specific screen, smoked 49 x 48,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 2,5 cm higher than the original  

KN6415 Specific engine guard, black
not compatible with version Tiger 900 Rally / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KN6418 Specific engine guard, black
only compatible with version Tiger 900 Rally / 25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

RM6415KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM01, KRM02  

ES6415K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand
not compatible with the version  Tiger 9 GT Pro  

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE T100 (17 > 20)
KR6410

Specific rear black rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-
cases

 

KL6410 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
can only be mounted with the KR6410  

TMT6407K Specific holder for soft side bags  

100ALBK Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
only available if article AL6410AK is already fitted  

140AK Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
only available if article AL6410AK is already fitted  

140SK Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
only available if article AL6410AK is already fitted  

KN6410 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

TRIUMPH ST 1050 SPRINT (05 > 11) 
BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

TRIUMPH TIGER 1050 (07 > 12) 
KR225 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 Kg / it is not compatible with the original side-case holder  

KL727 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack KR225  

BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD225ST Specific screen, transparent 50,5 x 49,3 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12,5 cm higher than the original  

KN225 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

TRIUMPH TIGER SPORT 1050 (13 > 20)
KR6404 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / it is not compatible with the original side-case holder  

KLR6404 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack KR6404  

BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD225ST Specific screen, transparent 50,5 x 49,3 cm (H x W)
only for version 13 > 15 / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12,5 cm higher than the original  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  
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TRIUMPH SPEED TRIPLE 1050 (08 > 10) 
BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

TRIUMPH SPEED TRIPLE 1050 (11 > 15)
BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

04SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

TRIUMPH SPEED TRIPLE 1050 (16 > 17)
BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

TRIUMPH SPEED TRIPLE 1050 (18 > 20)
BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

TRIUMPH SPRINT GT 1050 (10 > 16)
BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

TRIUMPH SCRAMBLER 1200 (19 > 20)
KR6416 Specific rear rack, glossy black, for MONOKEY® top-case

to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately) / maximum load allowed 6 kg  

100ALBK Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
only available if article AL6416AK is already fitted  

140AK Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
only available if article AL6416AK is already fitted  

140SK Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
only available if article AL6416AK is already fitted  

AL6416AK Specific fitting kit for 100ALBK, 140AK, 140SK  

ES6416K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

TRIUMPH SPEED TWIN 1200 (19 > 20)
KR6417 Specific rear rack, glossy black, for MONOKEY® top-case

to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately)  

KA201 Universal screen, smoked 29,5 x 32,5 cm
to be combined with the specific A6417AK fitting kit  

A6417AK Specific fitting kit for KA201  

KN6410 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

TRIUMPH TIGER EXPLORER 1200 (12 > 15)
KR6403 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KRA6403 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

KL6408CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar
also compatible with versions XC and XC SE  
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TRIUMPH TIGER EXPLORER 1200 (16 > 17)
KR6403 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KRA6403 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

KLR6408 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases
not compatible with RETRO FIT cases  

KL6408CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

TRIUMPH TIGER 1200 (18)
KR6403 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

KRA6403 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case  

KLR6408 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases
not compatible with RETRO FIT cases  

KL6408CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter  

BF02K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE T120 (16 > 20)
KR6410

Specific rear black rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-
cases

 

KL6410 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

TMT6410K Specific holder for soft side bags
it is not compatible with the specific rear rack KR6410  

100ALBK Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
only available if article AL6410AK is already fitted  

140AK Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
only available if article AL6410AK is already fitted  

140SK Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
only available if article AL6410AK is already fitted  

KN6410 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

TRIUMPH SPEED TRIPLE 1200 RS (21) 
TR6420K Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags  

BF11K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

YAMAHA
YAMAHA AEROX R 50 (13 > 20)

KR2113 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

288AK Specific screen, transparent 59 x 70 cm (H x W)
only available if article A2113AK is already fitted  

YAMAHA BW'S 50 (05 > 17)
KR3560

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
it is necessary to remove the original grab handle / to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-
case
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YAMAHA NEO'S 50 (08 > 21)
KR366 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

128AK Specific screen, transparent 74 x 67 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A285AK fitting kit/ 8 cm higher than 105AK  

105AK Specific screen, transparent 66 x 67 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A285AK fitting kit / With hand protectors  

A285AK Specific fitting kit for 105AK and 128AK  

YAMAHA NEO'S 50-100 (97 > 02)
KR86 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

YAMAHA DD'ELIGHT 114 (13 > 16)
KR2114 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

2114AK Specific screen, transparent, 40 x 72 cm (H x W)
only available if article A2114AK is already fitted  

YAMAHA D’ELIGHT 125 (17 > 20)
KR2134 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

308AK Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy 52 x 66,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A2134AK fitting kit  

A2134AK Specific fitting kit for 308AK  

YAMAHA D’ELIGHT 125 (21) 
KR2134 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

2154AK Specific screen, transparent 49,5 x 65,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A2154AK fitting kit  

A2154AK Specific fitting kit for 2154AK  

YAMAHA BW'S 125 (10 > 16)
288AK Specific screen, transparent 59 x 70 cm (H x W)

only available if article A288AK is already fitted  

YAMAHA CIGNUS X 125 (04 > 06) 
KR354 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

102AK Specific screen, transparent 66 x 68 cm (H x W)
only available if article A280A is already fitted / With hand protectors  

128AK Specific screen, transparent 74 x 67 cm (H x W)
only available if article A280A is already fitted / 8 cm higher than 105AK  

YAMAHA CIGNUS X 125 (07 > 15) 
KR354 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

102AK Specific screen, transparent 66 x 68 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A283AK fitting kit  

128AK Specific screen, transparent 74 x 67 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A283AK fitting kit / 8 cm higher than 102AK  

A283AK Specific fitting kit for 102AK and 128AK  

YAMAHA MAJESTY S 125 (14 > 17)
KR2121 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate  
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2121DTK Specific screeen, transparent 70,5 x 50 cm  (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D2121KITK fitting kit  

D2121KITK Specific fitting kit for 2121DTK  

YAMAHA TRICITY 125-155 (14 > 21)
KR2120 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case or KM6M  

2120DTK Specific screen, transparent,74 x 63 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D2120KITK fitting kit  

D2120KITK Specific fitting kit for 2120DTK  

KTB2120A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

YAMAHA VITY 125 (10 > 15)
288AK Specific screen, transparent 59 x 70 cm (H x W)

only available if article A289A is already fitted  

YAMAHA N-MAX 125-155 (15 > 20)
KR2123 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

2123DTK Specific screen, transparent 81,5 x 64,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / to be combined with the specific D2123KITK fitting kit  

D2123KITK Specific fitting kit for 2123DTK  

KTB2123A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

YAMAHA N-MAX 125-155 (21) 
KR2153 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

2153DTK Specific screen, transparent 58,5 x 41 cm (H x W)
only available if article D2153KITK is already fitted / 15,5 cm higher than the original  

D2153KITK Specific fitting kit for 2153DTK  

01VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side  

YAMAHA MAJESTY 125-150-180 (01 > 11)
KR460 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

YAMAHA XENTER 125-150 (12 > 21)
KD2102ST Specific screen, transparent 65 x 70 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 14 cm higher than the original wind-screen  

YAMAHA X-CITY 125-250 (07 > 17)
KD439ST Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy 71 x  77 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 22 cm higher than the original  

YAMAHA X-MAX 125-250 (05 > 09) 
KR355 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

you must puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections / MONOKEY® plate included  

KR3550
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
you must puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections / to be combined with the plate already included in the 
MONOLOCK® top-case

 

KD438ST Specific screen, transparent 63,5 x 69,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 25,5 cm higher than original  

KTB49 Specific backrest
It cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  
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YAMAHA X-MAX 125-250 (10 > 13) 
KR370 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6 kg / MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle  

KR3700
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
it is neccesary to puncture the housing behind the saddle / to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® 
top-case

 

446DTK Specific screen, transparent 73,5 x 63 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D446KITK fitting kit / 30 cm higher than original  

D446KITK Specific fitting kit for 446DTK  

KD446B Specific low and sports screen gloss black 37 x 43 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KTB55 Specific backrest
It cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

YAMAHA X-MAX 125-250 (14 > 17)
KR2117 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6 kg / MONOKEY® plate included  

KR2117M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

2111DTK Specific screen, transparent 73 x 59 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D2111KITK fitting kit  

D2111KITK Specific fitting kit for 2111DTK  

KTB2111 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

YAMAHA X-MAX 125 (18 > 21)
KR2149

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the 
case

 

KR2150
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the KM5 MONOKEY® plate, or with the KM5M or KM6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the plate already 
included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / it can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the 
manufacturer company

 

KD2136ST Specific screen, transparent 73,5 x 64 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 20,5 cm higher than the original  

KD2136S Specific low sports screen smoked 43,5 x 43,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KD2138S Specific screen, smoked 64,5 x 57,5 cm (H x W) 
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11,5 cm higher than the original  

KTB2149 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

YAMAHA MAJESTY 250 (00 > 07)
KR44 à

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included  

KR44M à
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included  

KD127ST Specific screen, transparent 80 x 70,7 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / without moulding steel / without air intake  

YAMAHA WR250R 250 (08 > 13)
05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

YAMAHA TRICITY 300 (20 > 21)
KR2149

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly 
of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

KD2149ST Specific screen, transparent, 72 x 60 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 19,5 cm higher than the original  

KTB2149 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

KHP2149 Specific hands protector in ABS  
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YAMAHA XC 300 VERSITY (03 > 07) 
KD432ST Specific screen, transparent 72 x 75 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 22 cm higher than the original  

YAMAHA X-MAX 300 (17 > 21)

KR2149
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

KR2150
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the KM5 MONOKEY® plate, or with the KM5M or KM6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the plate already 
included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / it can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the 
manufacturer company

 

KD2136ST Specific screen, transparent 73,5 x 64 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 20,5 cm higher than the original  

KD2136S Specific low sports screen smoked 43,5 x 43,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KD2138S Specific screen, smoked 64,5 x 57,5 cm (H x W) 
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11,5 cm higher than the original  

KTB2149 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  

YAMAHA MT-03 321 (16 > 19)
KR2127 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

YAMAHA MT-03 321 (20 > 21)
KZ2151 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plates  

BF54K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

4128SK Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A2151AK fitting kit  

A2151AK Specific fitting kit for 4128SK  

YAMAHA MAJESTY 400 (04 > 08) 
K331 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

K331M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate  included  

KD137ST Specific screen, transparent 74 x 64 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 4 cm higher than the original  

YAMAHA MAJESTY 400 (09 > 14) 
K331 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included  

K331M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate  included  

YAMAHA X-MAX 400 (13 > 16)
KR2111 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6 kg / MONOKEY® plate included  

KR2111M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case  

2111DTK Specific screen, transparent 73 x 59 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D2111KITK fitting kit  

D2111KITK Specific fitting kit for 2111DTK  

KTB2111 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed  
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YAMAHA X-MAX 400 (18 > 21)

KR2138
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate or with the 
plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-cases / if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the 
stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load allowed 6 kg

KR2150
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the KM5 MONOKEY® plate, or with the KM5M or KM6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the plate already 
included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / it can only be mounted on the original rack, available as an optional from the 
manufacturer company

KD2136ST Specific screen, transparent 73,5 x 64 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 20,5 cm higher than the original

KD2136S Specific low sports screen smoked 43,5 x 43,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

KD2138S Specific screen, smoked 64,5 x 57,5 cm (H x W) 
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11,5 cm higher than the original

YAMAHA T-MAX 500 (01 > 07)
KR45 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle

KD128ST Specific screen, transparent 80,1 x 64,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

KD128B Specific low and sports screen glossy black 52 x 44,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

KTB45 Specific backrest

KTB51 Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if KR45 is installed

YAMAHA T-MAX 500 (08 > 11)
KR2013 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 Kg / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle

KR2013M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle

TK2013K Specific holder for soft side bags
it is not compatible with the specific rear rack KR2013 / KR2013M

KD442ST à Specific screen, transparent 50 x 57 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 16 cm higher than the original wind-screen

KD442B
Specific low and sports screen glossy black 59 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / In case you wish remove the mirrors from their mounts, use the two rubber 
stoppers to close the holes 

KTB2013A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

YAMAHA T-MAX 530 (12 > 16)
KR2013 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 Kg / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle

KR2013M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
MONOLOCK® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle

TK2013K Specific holder for soft side bags
it is not compatible with the specific rear rack KR2013 / KR2013M

KD2013ST Specific screen, transparent 65 x 61 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen 

KD2013B Specific low and sports screen glossy black 46 x 48 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen 

KTB2013A Specific backrest
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

YAMAHA T-MAX 530 (17 > 19)
KR2133

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 kg 

TE2133K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)
to be mounted only with KR2133

KD2133ST Specific screen, transparent 59,5 x 61 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12,5 cm higher than the original

01VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side
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YAMAHA T-MAX 560 (20 > 21)
KR2147

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if combined 
with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

TE2133K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)
to be mounted only with KR2147

KD2133ST Specific screen, transparent 59,5 x 61 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12,5 cm higher than the original

KD2147B à Specific low sports screen smoked 32 x 52 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

01VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
it can be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover either on the right-hand side or left-hand side

YAMAHA FZS 600 FAZER (98 > 03)
K3400 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN

YAMAHA FZ6/FZ6 600 FAZER (04 > 06) 
KZ351

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

KL351 à
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ351 using the 351KITK / the indicators must be moved from original 
position

KLX351 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack KZ351 / you must move the indicators from their original position

TK351 Specific holder for soft side bags
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ351 using the 351KITK

351KITK Specific kit to install the KL351, KLX351 and TK351 without the specific rear rack

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system

KD136ST Specific screen, transparent 61 x 53,5 cm (H x W)
only for FZ6 fazer / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12,5 cm higher than the original

140DK Specific screen, smoked 35 x 36 cm (H x W)
only for FZ6 / to be combined with the specific D140KITK fitting kit

D140KITK Specific fitting kit for 140DK
only for FZ6

KN358
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / It can be installed also on versions having the 
original central stand / black colour 

YAMAHA FZ6 S2 / FZ6 600 FAZER S2 (07 > 11) 
KZ351

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

KL360
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ351 using the 351KITK / the indicators must be moved from original 
position

351KITK Specific kit to install the KL360 and TE351K without the specific rear rack

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system

KN358
Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / It can be installed also on versions having the 
original central stand / black colour 

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar

YAMAHA XJ 600 DIVERSION (91 > 95)
K3250 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN

YAMAHA XJ 600 DIVERSION (96 > 03)
K3250 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN

KD116S Specific screen, smoked 46 x 33,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen
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YAMAHA XJ 600 DIVERSION N (96 > 99)
K3250 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN  

YAMAHA XJ6 (09 > 12) / XJ6 DIVERSION / XJ6 DIVERSION F 600 (09 > 13)
KZ364

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

TE2110K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ364 using the 2110KITK  

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

YAMAHA XJ6 600 (13 > 15)
KZ364

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

TE2110K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ364 using the 2110KITK  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

YAMAHA MT-03 660 (06 > 14)
KZ356

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 Kg / with integrated passenger grabrails

 

TK129 Specific holder for soft side bags  

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

245AK Universal screen, smoked 33,5 x 29 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A281AK fitting kit  

A281AK Specific fitting kit for 245AK, 245NK, 246_ _ _  

YAMAHA YZF 600 THUNDER CAT (96 > 02)
K3380 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN  

YAMAHA YZF 600 R6 (06 > 07)
BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

YAMAHA XVS 650 DRAG STAR (97 > 02)
A35NK Universal screen,  54,9 x 46,8 cm (H x W)

High and shaded bottom version  

23A Universal screen, 38,8 x 41 cm (H x W)  

YAMAHA XVS 650A DRAG STAR CLASSIC (98 > 07)
A39K Universal screen, transparent 51,7 x 57,3 cm (H x W)

only available if article AS102A2 is already fitted / High version  

YAMAHA XT 660 R / XT 660 X (04 > 06)
KD433S Specific screen, smoked 37 x 36,5 cm (H x W)

only for XT 660 R version / to be mounted instead of the original screen  
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YAMAHA XT 660 R/ XT 660 X (07 > 16)
KD433S Specific screen, smoked 37 x 36,5 cm (H x W)

only for XT 660 R version / to be mounted instead of the original screen  

YAMAHA XT 660 Z TÉNÉRÉ (08 > 16)
KD443ST Specific screen, transparent 40 x 42 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10 cm higher than the original  

KN2105 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / black colour  

YAMAHA MT-07 700 (14 > 17)
KZ2118

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / you 
have to puncture the housing under the tail

 

BF21K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

TE2118K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ2118 using the 2118KITK  

2118KITK Specific kit to install the TE2118K without the specific rear rack KZ2118  

KA2118 Specific screen, black 28,5 x 36 cm (H x W)
Complete with fitting kit  

KHP2115 Specific hands protector in ABS  

YAMAHA MT-07 (18 > 20)
KZ2140

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

TE2140K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ2140 using the 2140KITK  

2140KITK Specific kit to install the TE2140K without the specific rear rack KZ2140  

TR2157K Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags  

BF36K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system
only compatible with bags of up to 5 ltr in capacity  

KA2140 Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W)
complete with specific fitting kit  

KN2130 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KPR2126 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

KHP2115 Specific hands protector in ABS  

02VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side  

YAMAHA MT-07 (21) 
KZ2140

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

TE2140K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ2140 using the 2140KITK  

2140KITK Specific kit to install the TE2140K without the specific rear rack KZ2140  

TR2157K Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags  

BF60K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

1173SK Specific screen, smoked 22 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A2157AK fitting kit  

A2157AK Specific fitting kit for 1173SK  

KN2148 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  
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KPR2126 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

KHP2115 Specific hands protector in ABS  

YAMAHA MT-07 TRACER (16 > 19)

KZ2130
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the kit 2130KITK when the original side-cases are mounted / to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, 
KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if combined with KM8A, KM8B, 
KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

2130KITK Specific kit to install the specific rear rack KZ2130 with the original hard side-cases
to be combined with KZ2130  

KLR2130 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases  

KLXR2130 Specific rapid release side-case holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases  

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD2130S Specific screen, smoked 51 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12 cm higher than the original  

KD2130ST Specific screen, transparent 56 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 17 cm higher than the original  

KN2130 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KNH2130
Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / it protects the upper part of the radiators / it 
must be mounted with KN2130

 

KPR2130 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

LS2130K Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present  

KFB2130
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-Smartphone 
holder
Compatible with the original windshield and the windshield KD2130ST, KD2130S, KD2130BO / For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, 
KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B

 

06SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

02VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side / also compatible with version Tracer 700 GT (19)  

YAMAHA TÉNÉRÉ 700 (19 > 20)
KR2145

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device 
on the case

 

KLO2145MK Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter  

KLO2145CAM Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter  

KD2145S Specific screen, smoked 39,5 x 39,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KD2145ST Specific screen, transparent 52 x 42 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

DF2145K Pair of protective smoked handle-bar wind deflectors
to be mounted instead of the original deflectors  

KN2145 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KN2145OX Specific engine guard, stainless steel
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

RP2145K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium
thickness of 5 mm  

ES2145K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

01VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side  
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YAMAHA TÉNÉRÉ 700 (21) 
KR2145

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if combined 
with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

KLO2145MK Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter  

KLO2145CAM Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter  

KTL6415KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLO2145MK, KLO2145CAM
to be combined with KS250 and KLO2145MK, KLO2145CAM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle  

BF61K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD2145S Specific screen, smoked 39,5 x 39,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KD2145ST Specific screen, transparent 52 x 42 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

DF2145K Pair of protective smoked handle-bar wind deflectors
to be mounted instead of the original deflectors  

KN2158 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

LS2158K Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present  

ES2145K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

01VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side  

YAMAHA TRACER 700 (20 > 21)

KZ2130
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the kit 2130KITK when the original side-cases are mounted / to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, 
KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow 
the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

2130KITK Specific kit to install the specific rear rack KZ2130 with the original hard side-cases
to be combined with KZ2130  

KL2148 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
to be combined with 05RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder  

KL2148KIT Specific kit to install the KL2148 on the original rack, available as an optional from the manufacturer company  

05RKITK RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame
to be combined with KL2148  

KTL2148KIT
Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KL2148
to be combined with KS250 and KL2148 / it can can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the 
motorcycle

 

KLXR2130 Specific rapid release side-case holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases  

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD2148ST Specific screen, transparent 55 x 41 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 17,5 cm higher than the original  

KN2148 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KPR2130 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

YAMAHA XSR 700 (16 > 21)
KR2126

Specific rear black rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-
cases

 

TMT2126K Specific holder for soft side bags  

BF24K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system
Not compatible with bags that have a curved base (RA311, RA311R)  

100ALBK Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
only available if article AL2126AK is already fitted  

140AK Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
only available if article AL2126AK is already fitted  

140SK Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
only available if article AL2126AK is already fitted  
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KPR2126 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

KHP2115 Specific hands protector in ABS  

YAMAHA XV 750 VIRAGO (89 > 98)
A35NK specific screen, transparent 54,9 x 46,8 cm (H x W)

compatible from '92 to '98 / high and shaded bottom version  

23A Specific screen, transparent 38,8 x 41 cm (H x W)
compatible from '92 to '98 / low, transparent version  

YAMAHA FZ8 / FAZER 8 800 (10 > 15)
KZ366 à

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

YAMAHA TDM 850 (96 > 01)
K3360 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN  

KD116S Specific screen, smoked 46 x 33,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

YAMAHA MT-09 850 (13 > 16)
KZ2115

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 kg

 

TE2115K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ2115 using the 2115KITK  

2115KITK Specific kit to install the TE2115K without the specific rear rack KZ2115  

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KA2115 à Specific screen, smoked 28.5 x 36 cm (H x W)
complete with fitting kit  

KPR2139 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

KHP2115 Specific hands protector in ABS  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

YAMAHA MT-09 (17 > 20)

KZ2132
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 kg / in order to install it you must reposition the indicators from their original position

 

IN2132KITK Specific kit to move the indicators from their original position and to enable the installation of TST2132  

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KA2132 Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W) 
complete with specific fitting kit  

KN2132 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KPR2132 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

KHP2115 Specific hands protector in ABS  

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

02VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side  
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YAMAHA MT-09 / MT-09 SP (21) 
KZ2156

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

TE2156K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)  

TR2156K Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags  

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

1173SK Specific screen, smoked 22 x 31 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific A2156AK fitting kit  

A2156AK Specific fitting kit for 1173SK  

KPR2156 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

YAMAHA MT-09 850 TRACER (15 > 17)
KR2122

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

 

KLR2122 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases  

KLXR2122 Specific rapid release side-case holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases  

TE2122K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags (RA314)  

BF23K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

2122DTK Specific screen, transparent, 69 x 50 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D2122KITK fitting kit  

D2122KITK Specific fitting kit for 2122DTK  

KD2122S Specific screen, smoked 48 x 42 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen  

KN2122 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic  

KPR2132 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted  

RM2122KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM01, KRM02  

EH2122K Plexiglass extension for original hands protector, smoked  

ES2122K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand  

KFB2122
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-Smartphone 
holder
Compatible with the original windshield and the windshield KD2122S, 2122DTK / For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, 
KS954B, KS955B, KS956B

 

04SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  

02VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side  

YAMAHA TDM 900 (02 > 14)
K3470 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN/ maximum load allowed 6 kg  

KR347
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the K636 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-
cases / maximum load allowed 5 kg

 

KL347 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases  

KLX347 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
you must move the indicators from their original position  

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system  

KD132S Specific screen, smoked 41 x 32,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / with spoiler  

KN34 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / black colour  

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar  
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YAMAHA XSR 900 (16 > 21)

KZ2115
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 kg

BF05K
Specific flange for fitting any of the TANKLOCK bags
only compatible with TANKLOCK bags of up to 5 ltr in capacity / as the BF05K flange is not positioned centrally on the fuel 
tank, please be aware that the mounted position of the tanklock bag will not be central on the fuel tank

100ALBK Black anodised aluminium universal screen Race Cafe, for naked motorcycles 20,5 x 26,5 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL2128AK fitting kit

140AK Universal transparent screen 35 x 41cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific AL2128AK fitting kit 

140SK Universal smoked screen 35 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AL2128AK fitting kit 

AL2128AK à Specific fitting kit for 100ALBK, 140AK, 140SK

KN2128 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

KPR2128 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

ES2122K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar

YAMAHA NIKEN 900 (19 > 21)

KR2143
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

KLXR2143 à Specific rapid release side-case holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system

KD2144ST Specific screen, transparent 58 x 59 cm (H x L)
to be combined with the specific D2143KITK fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen

D2143KITK Specific fitting kit for KD2144ST

ES2122K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

KFB2143 à

Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L and GPS-Smartphone 
holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B / can only be mounted with the 
KD2143KITK

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar

02VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

YAMAHA NIKEN GT 900 (19 > 21)
KR2144

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system

KD2144ST Specific screen, transparent 58 x 59 cm (H x L)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 16,5 cm higher than the original

ES2122K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar

02VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

YAMAHA TRACER 900 / TRACER 900 GT (18 > 20)
KR2139

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device 
on the case

KLR2139 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KR2139 using the 2139KITK
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KL2139CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter / it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KR2139 using the 2139KITK

KLXR2139 Specific rapid release side-case holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KR2139 using the 2139KITK

2139KITK Specific kit to install the KLR2139, KLXR2139 without the specific rear rack KR2139

BF23K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system

KD2139S Specific screen, smoked 55 x 46,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 6 cm higher than the original

2139DTK Specific screen, transparent 69,5 x 48 cm (H x W)
to be combined with the specific D2139KITK fitting kit / 20,5 cm higher than the original

D2139KITK Specific fitting kit for 2139DTK

KN2139 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

RP2139K Oil carter protector in black brushed and anodised aluminium

KPR2139 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

RM2139KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM02

ES2122K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

LS2139K Specific fitting kit to mount spotlights where specific engine guard is not present

EH2139K Plexiglass extension for original hands protector, smoked 

04SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar

02VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side

YAMAHA TRACER 9 (21) 
KRA2159 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case, black

maximum load allowed 5kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

KLO2159MK Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® side-cases configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 07RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

KLO2159CAM Specific pannier holder KL ONE-FIT for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE configuration
18 mm diameter / to be combined with 07RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

KLX2159 Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
to be combined with 07RKITK for the transformation into Rapid Release pannier holder

07RKITK RAPID RELEASE kit that allows you to transform the side case holder into a quick-release frame

KTL8400KIT Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box on KLO2159MK or KLO2159CAM
to be combined with KS250 and KLO2159MK, KLO2159AM / needs to be mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

TR2159K Specific rapid release holder REMOVE-X for soft side bags

BF23K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system

KD2159ST Specific screen, transparent, 64 x 45 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

KD2159S Specific screen, smoked, 49 x 39 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

KN2159 Specific engine guard, black
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

KPR2156 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

RM2159KITK Specific kit to install the spray guard KRM02

ES2159K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

KFB2159
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install KS920M, KS920L, KS921 and GPS-
Smartphone holder
For KS920M, KS920L, KS921, KS952B, KS953B, KS954B, KS955B, KS956B, KS957B, KS958B
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YAMAHA-VOGE
ZERO MOTORCYCLE-ZONTES

YAMAHA FZ1 1000 (06 > 15)
KZ365

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
we recommend mounting smaller cases MONOLOCK® in conjunction with KM5M or KM6M plates / it requires fitment of cases 
up to 35 ltr / maximum load allowed 6 kg / You have to puncture the housing under the tail in arranged sections

KLX359
Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ359 using the 365KITK / you must move the indicators from their original 
position

TK271 Specific holder for soft side bags
it is not compatible with the specific rear rack KZ365

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar

YAMAHA FZS 1000 FAZER (01 > 02)
KZ348

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the 
case

YAMAHA FZS 1000 FAZER (03 > 05)
KZ348

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the 
case

KL349 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack KZ348

YAMAHA FZ1 1000 FAZER (06 > 15)
KZ359

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
we recommend mounting smaller cases MONOLOCK® in conjunction with KM5M or KM6M plates / It requires fitment of cases 
up to 37 ltr / maximum load allowed 6 kg / You have to puncture the housing under the tail in arranged sections 

KLX359
Specific pannier holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack KZ359 using the PLX359KIT / you must move the indicators from their original 
position

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system

KD437S Specific screen, smoked 52 x 44 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 14 cm higher than the original 

YAMAHA YZF R1 1000 (09>12)
BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system

KD2106S à Specific screen, smoked 38 x 32 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

YAMAHA MT-10 (16 > 21)
KR2129

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / 
maximum load allowed 6 kg 

KLXR2129 Specific rapid release side-case holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF27K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system

KD2129S Specific screen, smoked 53,5 x 42 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

KD2129B Specific low and sports screen gloss black 36 x 36 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar

YAMAHA BT 1100 BULLDOG (02 > 09)
KZ350

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate 
/ if combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the 
case
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YAMAHA XV 1100 VIRAGO (89 > 99)
23A Universal screen, 38,8 x 41 cm (H x W)

only available if article AS99A2 is already fitted / low, transparent version

A35NK Universal screen,  54,9 x 46,8 cm (H x W)
only available if article AS99A2 is already fitted /  high and shaded bottom version

YAMAHA XVS 1100 DRAG STAR (99 > 02)
A35NK Universal screen,  54,9 x 46,8 cm (H x W) 

to be combined with the specific AS100A2K fitting kit

23A Universal screen, 38,8 x 41 cm (H x W) 
to be combined with the specific AS100A2K fitting kit

YAMAHA XVS 1100 DRAG STAR CLASSIC (00 > 02)
A39K Universal screen, transparent 51,7 x 57,3 cm (H x W)

only available if article AS102A2 is already fitted / High version

YAMAHA FJ 1100 
K2970 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN

YAMAHA XT 1200 Z SUPER TÉNÉRÉ (10 > 20)

KRA2101
Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
It can only be mounted on the original rack / it can be fitted with the original side-case / to open the original  side-cases  you  
ought to remove the  back top-case from the plate / maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop 
light kit or the remote control device on the case

KR371
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included / is compatible with the original side-case holder / to open the original  side-cases  you  ought to 
remove the back top-case from the plate

KL2119 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

KLR2119 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases

KL2119CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system

KD447ST
Specific screen, transparent 57 x 44 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 13 cm higher than the original / not compatible on version with a height 
adjustable windshield

KD2119ST
Specific screen, transparent 56,5 x 50 cm (h x w)
only compatible with version with a height adjustable windshield / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11 cm higher 
than original

KN355 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / black colour

KTL2119KIT
Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box beneath the KN355 engine guard
to be combined with KS250 and KN355 / it can can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the 
motorcycle

RP2119K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium

YAMAHA XT 1200 ZE SUPER TÉNÉRÉ (14 > 20)

KRA2101
Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case
It can only be mounted on the original rack / it can be fitted with the original side-case / to open the original  side-cases  you  
ought to remove the  back top-case from the plate / maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop 
light kit or the remote control device on the case

KR371
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
You must remove the original rack / MONOKEY® plate included / is compatible with the original side-case holder / to open the 
original  side-cases  you  ought to remove the back top-case from the plate

KL2119 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

KLR2119 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT cases

KL2119CAM Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE
18 mm diameter

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system

KD2119ST Specific screen, transparent 56,5 x 50 cm (h x w)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11 cm higher than original

RP2119K Oil carter protector in brushed and anodised aluminium
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KN355 Specific engine guard
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / black colour

KTL2119KIT
Specific kit to install the KS250 Tool Box beneath the KN355 engine guard
to be combined with KS250 and KN355 / it can can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the 
motorcycle

ES2119K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

01SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar

YAMAHA XJR 1200 (95 > 98)
K3410 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN

YAMAHA FJR 1300 (01 > 05) 
KR346 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case

is compatible with the original side-case holder / MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

KR346M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
is compatible with the original side-case holder / MONOLOCK® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 Kg 

YAMAHA FJR 1300 (06 > 12) 
KRA2109 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

K228 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6 Kg / MONOKEY® plate included

K228M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
maximum load allowed 6 Kg / MONOLOCK® plate  included

KR357 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system

KD436ST Specific screen, transparent 52 x 49,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 5 cm higher than the original 

YAMAHA FJR 1300 (13 > 20)
KRA2109 Specific rear rack in anodised aluminium for MONOKEY® top-case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

K228 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
maximum load allowed 6 Kg / MONOKEY® plate included

K228M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
maximum load allowed 6 Kg / MONOLOCK® plate  included

KR357 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top-case
MONOKEY® plate included

YAMAHA XJR 1300 (98 > 02)
K3410 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN

YAMAHA XJR 1300 (07 > 14)
K3610 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top-case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® K553N, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MKN

BF05K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar
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VOGE
VOGE BRIVIDO 300 R (21) 

BF55K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system

VOGE TROFEO 300 AC (20 > 21) 
KR9250 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate

BF56K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system

VOGE BRIVIDO 500 R (21) 
BF56K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system

VOGE VALICO 500DS (20 > 21) 
KR9251

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if 
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

KR9253
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or 
KM6M plate, or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / it can only be mounted on the original rack in 
aluminium

KL9251 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO FIT side-cases

BF58K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system

KD9251ST Specific screen, transparent 59,5 x 49,5 cm (H x W)
16,5 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of the original screen

KPR9251 Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

KHP9251 Specific hands protector in ABS

ES9251K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

VOGE VALICO 650DS (21) 
KR9252

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case
to be combined with the KM5, KM7 MONOKEY® plate, or with the KM5M or KM6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the plate already 
included in the MONOLOCK® top-case / it can only be mounted on the original rack in aluminium

BF56K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system

KD9251ST Specific screen, transparent 59,5 x 49,5 cm (H x W)
21,5 cm higher than the original / to be mounted instead of the original screen

ES9251K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

ZERO MOTORCYCLES
ZERO MOTORCYCLESZERO DS (18 > 20)

05SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar
also for version DSR

ZONTES
ZONTES 125 G1 (21) 

KR7600 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top-case
to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top-case

03VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B
needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side
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